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burden of disability and mortality
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Pekayvaz et al. show how mural cells (the

contractile cells of the vessel wall)

actively sustain the vascular macrophage

niche and keep it in a functional state.
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SUMMARY
Maladaptive, non-resolving inflammation contributes to chronic inflammatory diseases such as atheroscle-
rosis. Because macrophages remove necrotic cells, defective macrophage programs can promote chronic
inflammation with persistent tissue injury. Here, we investigated the mechanisms sustaining vascular mac-
rophages. Intravital imaging revealed a spatiotemporal macrophage niche across vascular beds alongside
mural cells (MCs)—pericytes and smooth muscle cells. Single-cell transcriptomics, co-culture, and genetic
deletion experiments revealed MC-derived expression of the chemokines CCL2 and MIF, which actively pre-
served macrophage survival and their homeostatic functions. In atherosclerosis, this positioned macro-
phages in viable plaque areas, away from the necrotic core, and maintained a homeostatic macrophage
phenotype. Disruption of this MC-macrophage unit via MC-specific deletion of these chemokines triggered
detrimental macrophage relocalizing, exacerbated plaque necrosis, inflammation, and atheroprogression. In
line, CCL2 inhibition at advanced stages of atherosclerosis showed detrimental effects. This work presents a
MC-driven safeguard toward maintaining the homeostatic vascular macrophage niche.
INTRODUCTION

Macrophages (MFs) are local immune cells that are present

across organs and havemultiple essential tasks in tissue homeo-

stasis.1–5 Uncontrolled cell death, defective removal of necrotic

cells, and dysregulated secretion of inflammatory mediators by

MFs result in an unresolvable inflammatory state.6–8MFs prefer-

entially colonize distinct anatomical niches across tissues and

frequently reside at the vascular and perivascular space.9–11

Vascular MFs can reduce tissue fibrosis in the microvascula-

ture9 and maintain the arterial tone in the macrovasculature.12

Furthermore, vascularMFs are decisive orchestrators of vascular
Immunity 56, 2325–2341, Octob
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inflammation and atherosclerosis,6,7 which are key drivers of

mortality and morbidity worldwide.7,13–16 Chemokine-mediated

trafficking of monocytes across the bone marrow, blood, spleen,

and finally the trans-endothelial recruitment of monocytes

toward chronic inflammatory foci is well-described.13,17 However,

what tunes mature MF biology after their recruitment to the

subendothelial space—whether and how the anatomical and

functional vascular MF niche is actively maintained—is poorly

understood.

Below the endothelial barrier, vascular MFs dwell within a

microenvironment dominated by mural cells (MCs), comprising

smooth muscle cells (SMCs) in the macrovasculature and
er 10, 2023 ª 2023 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 2325
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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pericytes (PCs) in the microvasculature. MCs themselves can

express inflammatory mediators during acute inflammation.18–20

Consequently, we hypothesized that MCs actively communicate

with MFs to sustain the vascular MF niche and modulate

vascular MF programs. Here, we provide evidence for a homeo-

static MC-MF axis, which sustains a pro-resolving MF pheno-

type. We define how MC-derived chemokines generate a

vascular niche, which counteracts chronic inflammation as

seen in atherosclerosis. This has important implications for the

development of anti-inflammatory therapies in chronic inflam-

matory diseases.

RESULTS

Vascular MFs reside in a dedicated niche along mural
cells across vascular beds
MFs localize in small and large blood vessels across different

mammalian organs and tissues.9–11 To understand the behavior

of vessel-associated MFs in vivo, we employed different murine

reporter strains. First, Cx3cr1Cre-ERT2; PC-G5-tdT (Cx3cr1-

MFCa-rep) mice were used to investigate the functional activation

status of MFs in vivo. The Cx3cr1-promotor is extensively char-

acterized for MF imaging approaches.9,19,21–23 Cx3cr1Cre-ERT2

mice have been developed by the Jung lab and allow fate map-

ping of monocytes and tissue MFs.21 PC-G5-tdT mice express

the calcium indicator protein GCaMP5G variant, which allows

dynamic monitoring of intracellular calcium levels, as well as

constitutive tdTomato in a cre-dependent manner. GCAMP5 is

a fusion protein consisting of GFP, calmodulin, and a peptide

sequence of the myosin light chain kinase. Using this system,

we analyzed functional MF activation by multi-photon imag-

ing.24 The Cx3cr1-MFCa-rep model indeed exhibited high speci-

ficity and sensitivity in tracing skin MFs (Figures S1A–S1C), in

line with previous work with Cx3cr1-CreERT2-mediated reporter

systems.21,25,26 By tracing dynamic changes in MF positioning,

morphology, and calcium-activity simultaneously in vivo, we

observed that vascular MFs respond to sterile microinjuries,

reaching necrotic foci within minutes (Figure 1A; Video S1). Mi-

croinjuries occur on a frequent basis in homeostatic tissue, for

example, by emerging apoptotic bodies. Therefore, the ability

of MFs to reach microinjuries is pivotal for preserving tissue ho-

meostasis and preventing chronic unresolvable inflammation.23

We hypothesized that micro- andmacro-vascular MCs control

MF function. To trace MCs and MFs by intravital imaging, NG2+

cells, encompassing PCs aswell as SMCs throughout the arterial

tree (excluding venular PCs), were labeled by the red fluorescent

protein DsRed, as previously described.19,20,27 Cross-breeding

with ApoE�/� mice28 allowed induction of atherosclerotic vessel

disease in Ng2-DsRed; ApoE�/� (MCRFP-rep) mice. In addition,

we used a constitutive GFP transgene under the control of the

native Cx3cr1 promotor19,23—Cx3cr1GFP (Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep)

mice. Histological ex vivo whole-mount confocal imaging

confirmed CX3CR1+ cells to co-express F4/80 and CD11c

(Figures S1B and S1C).

We examinedMC-MF contacts in different micro- and macro-

vascular beds using Ng2DsRed; Cx3cr1GFP; ApoE�/� mice

(MCRFP-rep Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep), labeling MCs and mononuclear

phagocytes.19,20,29,30 MFs engaged in tight and frequent con-

tacts with MCs in microvascular beds of different organs and
2326 Immunity 56, 2325–2341, October 10, 2023
in the atherosclerotic macrovasculature (Figure 1B). MCs highly

express Ccl2 and Mif.19,31 We therefore investigated whether

MC-derived CCL2 might actively preserve this pro-homeostatic

role of MFs in vivo. Indeed, disruption of CCL2 signaling in

Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep mice impaired the ability of perivascular

MFs to reach microinjuries (Figure 1C; Figure S1D).

To augment our understanding of the broad cytokine and che-

mokine repertoire expressed by MCs, we reanalyzed single-cell

RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) data from human coronary ves-

sels, particularly rich in a broad set of MC subsets, acquired by

Wirka et al.32 (Figure 1D). CCL2 andMIF showed robust expres-

sion acrossMC clusters (Figure 1E). CCL19 also showedmoder-

ate expression across multiple MC subsets. The CXCL9-CXCR3

axis holds important roles for MF functions33; however, CXCL9

expression by MCs was comparably low (Figure S1E). In

summary, vascular MFs reside along MCs and react to sterile

inflammatory stimuli supported by several MF active chemo-

kines, including CCL2 and macrophage migration inhibitory fac-

tor (MIF).

MCs promote MF survival and sustain a homeostatic
MF phenotype
Based on this MF-MC colocalization and high MC-derived

expression of distinct MF active chemokines such as CCL2

and MIF, we hypothesized that these MF chemotactic proteins

might act as niche-maintaining signals for vessel-associated

MFs. We found that addition of CCL2 toMFs enhancedMF sur-

vival in vitro (Figure 1F). We next investigated whether MF origin

dictated responses toward survival-enhancing chemokines and

cytokines. However, survival upon macrophage colony-stimu-

lating factor (M-CSF) or CCL2 and MIF stimulation was similar

between embryonic or bone marrow-derived MFs (Figure S1F).

To allow a better understanding of the potential CCL2-mediated

MC-MF interplay in vivo, we generated mice that lack MC-

derived CCL2 signaling (Ng2cre; Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE�/�, referred to

here as Ccl2MCD/Dmice) to investigate phenotypic and functional

changes in MFs in the absence of MC-derived CCL2. Because

the kidney and lung have dense microvascular beds rich in

MCs, we focused on these tissues. In the kidney microvascula-

ture of Ccl2MCD/D mice, perivascular MF coverage was reduced

compared with controls (Figures 1G and 1J). This finding was

not explained by changes in proliferation or blood monocyte

counts (Figures 1H–1J and S1G).We also found amodest reduc-

tion in interstitial but not alveolar MF coverage in the lung

(Figures S1H and S1I).

We next performed scRNA-seq of fluorescence-activated cell

sorting (FACS)-enriched kidney and lung MFs from Ccl2MCD/D

mice and identified subclusters consistent with previous publi-

cations34,35 (Figures 2A, 2B, and S2A). The kidney and lung are

profoundly traversed by a fine-meshed vascular bed; hence,

MFs hold frequent contacts to vascular MCs (compare

Figures 1B and S2B). We investigated the expression of distinct

marker genes that define perivascular MFs, such as Adgre1,

Cx3cr1, and Itgax.10,36 Within the kidney, particularly MF clus-

ters 0 and 2 (further focused on below) showed high expressions

of perivascular MF markers Adgre1, Cx3cr1, and Itgax, in

contrast to MF clusters 1, 5, 8, 10, and 14. Cluster 3 showed

high expression of Adgre1 and Cx3cr1 but low expression of

Itgax. Within the lung, particularly clusters 1 and 3 showed high
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Figure 1. Mural cells sustain a vascular MF niche

(A) In vivo multi-photon imaging of Ca2+ signal and morphological changes of MFs in Cx3cr1-MFCa-rep mice in an environment of laser-induced microinjuries.

MFs are depicted in red; Ca2+ signal and vascular flow are depicted in green. MFs have been rendered additionally below, with a pseudocolored depiction of the

Ca2+ signal. Images are derived from Video S1.

(B) In vivo and ex vivo confocal and airy-scan imaging of MC-MF contacts across organs in MCRFP-rep; Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep mice, arrows depicting cell-cell

contacts: top left: intravital imaging of the microvasculature in the mesentery, the dashed line is depicting MCs (scale bars, 5 mm); top middle: ex vivo imaging of

the heart microvasculature (scale bars, 50 mm); top right: en face ex vivo imaging of the aortic atherosclerotic intima after 3 months of western-diet feeding

(macrovasculature), the dashed line is subdividing the plaque core from the shoulder region (scale bars, 10 mm); bottom left: ex vivo imaging of the kidney

microvasculature (scale bars, 50 mm), including higher magnification below (dashed line depicting MCs) (scale bars, 7 mm); bottommiddle: ex vivo imaging of the

lung microvasculature (scale bars, 20 mm), including higher magnification below (Cx3cr1hi CD68lo interstitial MFs (iMFs) in green, CD68hi Cx3cr1lo alveolar MFs

(aMFs) in white, MCs in red) (dashed line depicting MCs) (scale bars, 5 mm); bottom right: ex vivo imaging of the stomach microvasculature (scale bars, 50 mm),

including higher magnification below (dashed line depictingMCs) (scale bars, 10 mm). Interstitial MFs are shown in green, andMCs are shown in red for all organs,

with further subdifferentiation of MFs in the lung (as depicted above).

(C) Analysis of the time until MFs form their first dendrites (left) and time which MFs require to reach injury (right), as the time in minutes after laser injury, in

MFGFP-rep mice treated locally (subcutaneously) and systemically with isotype or CCL2-neutralizing antibody (n = 17–37 individual cells analyzed from

3 to –4 mice/group).

(D) Reanalyzed single-cell RNA-seq data from human coronary arteries from Wirka et al., GEO: GSE131780. Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection

(UMAP) based dimensionality reduction of analyzed cells.

(E) Highly expressed cytokines and chemokines in human SMCs from coronary arteries analyzed from cells shown in (D) CCL2 is highlighted as the most

prominently expressed chemokine.

(F) Percentage of peritoneal macrophage survival upon CCL2 stimulation at different time points under starvation stress conditions (n = 3 experiments).

(G) Quantification of CD68+ perivascular macrophage content in Ccl2MC+/+ and Ccl2MCD/Dmice in percentage of total perivascular area (15 mm radius around the

vessel) in the kidney (n = 5–6 mice/group).

(H) Quantification of cell proliferation as EdU+ cells relative to CD68+ area (as number of proliferating cells/mm2).

(I) Quantification of blood monocyte counts by automated blood counter (n = 5–6).

(J) Representative images from immunofluorescence staining of kidney sections in Ccl2MCD/D and Ccl2MC+/+ mice for ACTA2 (red), CD68 (green). Scale bars,

50 mm (left: Ccl2MC+/+; right: Ccl2MCD/D). (C, G, H, and I) Student’s t test was used. (F) Repeated measures two-way ANOVA was -808990139890500used. *

p < 0.05. Bar graphs show mean with SEM.
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Figure 2. MC-derived CCL2 sustains a homeostatic MF phenotype across the vascular tree

(A and B) UMAP based dimensionality reduction of single-cell RNA-seq of FACS-sort enriched CD45+ CD11bhi CD64hi F4/80hi cells in kidney (A) and lung (B) of

Ccl2MCD/D and Ccl2MC+/+ mice (n = 4/group).

(C–G) Volcano and violin plots depicting selected significantly differentially regulated genes in (C) kidney resident MF cluster 2, (D) kidney resident MF cluster 0,

(E) lung monocyte cluster 1, (F) lung alveolar MF cluster 2, (G) lung Folr2hi Mrc1hi interstitial MF cluster 3.

(H) Frequency of lung Zeb2hi interstitial MF cluster 4 cells among all analyzed cells.

(I) Significantly differentially regulated genes, associated with a functionally differentiated, efferocytotic MF phenotype in Ccl2MC+/+ and Ccl2MCD/D chimera mice.

Low-input RNA-seq of FACS-sorted Cx3cr1+ MFs from Ccl2MC+/+ or Ccl2MCD/D chimera mice with MCRFP-ep; Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep bone marrow after 20 weeks

western diet (experimental setup further depicted in Figure S3) (n = 3–4 chimera mice). Student’s t test was used. Expression levels of depicted genes normalized

to sample with highest expression (set as 1) across all samples. Bar graphs show mean with SEM. Violin plots with matching boxplot and mean expression.

* p < 0.05.
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expression levels of CD64 (Fcgr1) as well as Adgre1 in combina-

tion with CD11b (Itgam) but low levels of CD11c (Itgax), associ-

ated with a perivascular MF localization10,36,37 (Figure S2C).

MF/monocyte clusters underwent distinct shifts between

Ccl2MCD/D and Ccl2MC+/+ mice (Figure S2D).

Perivascular MF/monocyte clusters in Ccl2MCD/D mice

showed lower levels of key modulators of homeostasis/alterna-

tive MF activity, including Atf3,38 Dusp,39 Fos,40 or Fkbp5

(encoding FKBP51 protein),41 Ddit4,42 Cebpb,43 and Jun44

(Figures 2C–2G). In contrast, perivascular MF/monocyte clus-

ters from Ccl2MCD/D mice had enriched transcripts associated

with uncontrolled inflammatory responses such as Syk,45

Irf8,46 and Lst147 (Figures 2C–2G). An interstitial MF cluster

with high Zebp2 expression, pivotal for the maintenance of a tis-

sue-specific identity of MFs,48 was reduced in lungs from

Ccl2MCD/D mice (Figure 2H). In summary, the microvascular
2328 Immunity 56, 2325–2341, October 10, 2023
beds of CCL2 mutants displayed a decrease in MF survival

and distinct shifts in MF transcriptome, consistent with a less

homeostatic phenotype.

This observation raised the question of whether MC-derived

inflammatory signatures shape MF activity in large vessels. To

address this possibility, we examined the impact ofmacrovascu-

lar SMCs on intimal MF phenotype in atherosclerosis, a chronic

inflammatory disease fundamentally affected by dysfunctional

MF programs.13,49 To analyze transcriptomic changes in intimal

macrovascular MFs, we reconstituted Ccl2MCD/Dmicewith bone

marrow from MCRFP-rep Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep donors. Chimeric

mice allowed endogenous labeling and FACS-based isolation

of intimal CX3CR1+ MFs. Low-input RNA-seq revealed reduced

expression of several efferocytosis-associated or M2-like MF

defining genes such as Cd36,50,51 Folr2,52 Clec4e,53 and

Pecam154 in MFs from atherosclerotic Ccl2MCD/D mice
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(Figures 2I, S2E, and S2F). This could be recapitulated on a pro-

tein level after CCL2 stimulation of MFs in vitro (Figure S2G). In

addition, MF marker genes such as Adgre434 and Fabp455

were also reduced (Figures 2I and S2F). These findings under-

score active maintenance of a differentiated and homeostatic

MF phenotype by MC-derived CCL2 as determined on a tran-

scriptomic level.

SMCs react to necrosis with intracellular Ca2+ bursts
and show high CCL2 and MIF expression
We next dissected SMC heterogeneity and SMC-MF communi-

cation in atherosclerosis. We revisited scRNA-seq data from hu-

man coronary plaques and murine aortic roots from atheroscle-

rotic SMClin mice.32 The UMAP algorithm clustered 6 different

SMC subsets in human atherosclerosis. One cluster was distinct

from the other SMCs and displayed a prominent chemokine-rich

pattern, which we therefore termed chemotactic SMCs (cSMCs)

(Figures 1D, 3A, and 3B). Comparative analysis identifiedCcl2 as

the most prominently expressed chemokine by cSMCs (Fig-

ure 3A). To reconcile the interplay between SMCs and MFs,

we mapped a chemokine—receptor interactome. CCL2 and

MIF were highly expressed chemokines mediating the interplay

between SMC and MF subsets, mainly involving the cSMC sub-

set (Figures 3A–3C).

To understand whether chemokine expression in SMCs is

actively calibrated, we analyzed whether SMCs respond to

cell death. Incubation of cultured aortic SMCs, isolated from

Myh11cre-ERT2; PC-G5-tdT mice (SMCCa2+-rep) with necrotic Ju-

rkat cell supernatant induced a high-frequency burst in calcium

activity, indicating an active response of SMCs to adjacent cell

death (Video S2). Similar to other Myh11-driven models,56

SMCCa2+-rep mice also showed high recombination efficacy

and specificity in the vasculature (Figure S3A).

CCL2 and MIF also showed high protein expression in SMCs,

as reported previously31,57 (Figure S3B). As CXCL12 and CCL19

also showed high expression in human SMCs, we further inves-

tigated whether these chemokines might also be induced in hu-

man coronary artery SMCs (HCASMCs). CCL19 and CXCL12

protein was low and showed no induction upon TLR stimulation

(Figures S3C and S3D).

SMCs from MCRFP-rep mice showed an increase in Ccl2

expression in response to induction of atherosclerosis, Mif

showed constant high expression (Figures 3D, S3E, and S3F).

Along these lines, the expression of the MF active chemokine

Ccl2 was mainly confined to distinct SMC populations, most

prominently SMC 4 and cSMCs (Figure S3G).

Chemokine-driven SMC-MF axes dampen vascular
inflammation in atherosclerosis
We next examined the relevance of the SMC-MF axis for MF

function in the atherosclerotic plaque by conditionally deleting

Ccl2 in MCs across the vascular tree (Ng2-cre; Ccl2fl/fl;

ApoE�/� mice, referred to as Ccl2MCD/D and Myh11cre-ERT2;

Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE�/� mice, referred to as Ccl2SMCD/D). Compared

with (Cre�) Ccl2MC+/+ littermate controls, deletion of CCL2 in

NG2+ SMCs exacerbated atherosclerosis progression without

prompting systemic changes (Figures S3H–S3Q). In line,

Myh11-dependent Ccl2 deletion increased the atherosclerotic

plaque burden compared with Ccl2SMC+/+ littermate controls in
the brachiocephalic artery (BCA) (Figures 3E–3G and S4A).

Ccl2SMCD/D plaques further showed decreased a-SMA content

in the fibrous cap without changes in overall plaque MF

content, which was determined by LGAL-S3 (MAC2) staining

as a frequently used and established marker for MFs58,59

(Figures 3H–3K). Intima and media transcriptomics of

Ccl2SMCD/D and Ccl2SMC+/+ littermate controls revealed an exac-

erbation of vascular inflammation in the absence of SMC-

derived CCL2 (Figures 3L and 3M), indicating that SMC-derived

CCL2 counteracts uncontrolled inflammation. Ccl2SMCD/D

mutant mice did not display systemic or local differences in

leukocyte trafficking or systemic lipid profiles. CCL2 deletion

was confirmed in the vasculature of Ccl2SMCD/D mice and

FACS-sorted tdTomato+ SMCs from Myh11cre-ERT2; Rosa26tdT;

Cx3cr1GFP; Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE�/� (Ccl2SMCD/D; SMC-tdTlin; Cx3cr1-

MFGFP-rep) mice after tamoxifen injection in contrast to Ccl2fl/fl;

ApoE�/� or Myh11cre-ERT2; ApoE�/� mice (Figures S4B–S4E).

Next, we tested whether the protective effect of chemokine-

mediated intimal SMC-MF interplay is confined to CCL2-

signaling or also pertains to other chemokines such as MIF (Fig-

ure 1E). We examined Ng2-cre+; Miffl/fl; ApoE�/� mice (MifMCD/D)

and observed a drop in MF viability together with an increase in

atherosclerotic lesion and necrotic core size upon western-diet

feeding compared with Ng2-cre�; Miffl/fl; ApoE�/� (MifMC+/+)

littermate controls. In line, interference with the SMC-MIF-MF

signaling axis was accompanied by a reduced efferocytotic ca-

pacity of MFs in vitro, providing an explanation for the exacer-

bated necrosis and atheroprogression in vivo (Figures S4F–

S4R). We conclude that the release of CCL2 and MIF by SMCs

jointly promotes MF homeostasis fostering inflammation resolu-

tion in atherosclerosis.

SMCs exert strong chemotactic programs on MFs in
atherosclerosis
To define the dynamics of the SMC-MF interplay in atheroscle-

rotic lesions in vivo, we used Ng2DsRed; ApoE�/� mice

(MCRFP-rep mice). In contrast to fate-mapping approaches,56

this direct reporter labeling focuses on differentiatedMCs across

the arterial vascular tree and does not allow labeling of SMC-

progeny via fate-tracing19,20,29,30 (Figures S5A and S5B). For

intravital imaging, direct fluorescent reporter systems are more

suitable since they only label cells that express respectivemarker

genes during the experimental imaging setup (Figures S5A–S5E).

We therefore crossed Ng2DsRed; Lyz2eGFP; ApoE�/� (MCRFP-rep

Lyz-MFGFP-rep) mice and employed in vivomulti-photon imaging

of the carotid artery. This approach revealed dynamic interac-

tions between SMCs and MFs in the carotid artery of MCRFP-rep

Lyz-MFGFP-rep mice, most prominently in the shoulder regions

of the plaque (Figure 4A). Although some MFs migrated in-be-

tween SMC interactions, others were sessile but dynamically in-

teracted with SMC by extending protrusions toward the SMCs

(Figures 4A–4F; Videos S3 and S4).

An immunomodulatory, sessile CX3CR1hi MF subset was

described in atherosclerosis.60 To dissect the interaction of

this distinct CX3CR1hi MF-subset with SMCs, we generated

Ng2DsRed; Cx3cr1GFP; ApoE�/� (MCRFP-rep Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep)

mice. We observed multiple contacts between SMCs and

CX3CR1hi MFs, which were stable and enduring (Figure 4G).

Ex vivo confocal imaging of atherosclerotic aortic valves
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Figure 3. Distinct chemotactic SMCs express high levels of MF chemoattractants, ameliorating atheroprogression

(A–C) Reanalyzed single-cell RNA-seq data from human coronary arteries from Wirka et al., GEO: GSE131780. (A) Violin plots (calculated on all cells expressing

detectable baseline levels of the respective gene) of highly expressed cytokines and chemokines in chemotactic SMCs. Dots represent single cells, only cells

exhibiting detectable expression of the particular gene are included (B) interactome depicting cell-cell interactions between MF and SMC subsets, prominent

SMC/MF interactions are depicted in red. Intensity of red color depicts the respective portion of the CCL2-CCR2 axis for the concrete interaction (the darker

the red color, the more the CCL2-CCR2 axis accounts for the respective inter-cluster interplay among all detected chemokine-receptor interactions). (C)

Heatmap further unraveling SMC/MF chemokine:chemokine-receptor interactions. Blue box depicts interactions of chemotactic SMC subset, red box depicts

CCL2-mediated interactions between SMC and MF subsets.

(D) Ccl2 and Mif expression in Ng2+ SMCs FACS-sorted from western-diet fed atherosclerotic MCRFP-rep mice compared to chow-diet fed non-atherosclerotic

control mice. n = 3–4 mice per group.

(E) Representative images of BCA sections from Ccl2SMC +/+ and Ccl2SMCD/D littermates after 14 weeks of western diet stained for ACTA2 (green), LGALS3 (red),

and Hoechst (blue). Scale bars, 100 mm.

(F and G) Morphometric analysis of plaque size (F) and vascular remodeling (G) from BCA sections at three consecutive locations from Ccl2SMC +/+ (n = 11) and

Ccl2SMCD/D (n = 10) littermates.

(H and I) Quantification of ACTA2+ smooth muscle cell content as ACTA2+ area in percentage of total plaque area and percentage of 30 mmplaque surface area in

valves (H) and in the BCA at three consecutive locations (I). (H and I) n = 10–11 mice per group.

(J and K) Analysis of intimal LGALS3+ area as percentage of plaque size in BCA sections at three consecutive locations (J) and in plaques from aortic valves (K) (n =

10–11 each).

(L) Schematic illustration of media and intima processing from aortae of Ccl2SMC+/+ and Ccl2SMCD/D littermates after 14 weeks of western diet (left). Heatmap

displaying expression of differentially regulated genes in bulk RNA-seq of Ccl2SMC+/+ mice (n = 3) and Ccl2SMCD/D mice (n = 4). Rows represent individual

replicates, differentially expressed genes are illustrated in columns (right).

(M) Volcano plots of intima/media RNA-seq showing differentially expressed genes in Ccl2SMC+/+ mice (n = 3) and Ccl2SMCD/Dmice (n = 4), x-axis depicts Log2FC,

y-axis depicts -Log10(adj. p-value). Data are shown as mean and SEM. (H and K), Student’s t test was used. (F, G, I, and J) Repeated measures two-way ANOVA

or mixed-effects model was used. *p < 0.05; NS, not significant. Bar graphs show mean with SEM. Violin plots with matching boxplot and mean expression.
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recapitulated abundant cell-cell contacts between SMCs

and CX3CR1+-MFs at plaque surfaces (Figure 4H). However,

since SMCs lose their classical SMC markers over the course
2330 Immunity 56, 2325–2341, October 10, 2023
of atheroprogression56 (compare Figure S5C), we also opted

for a rigorous lineage tracing approach of SMCs. Therefore, we

employed Myh11cre-ERT2; Rosa26tdT; Cx3cr1GFP; ApoE�/�



Figure 4. SMCs exert chemotactic cues on plaque MFs

(A–F) In vivo imaging of an atherosclerotic lesions within the carotid artery in atherosclerotic MCRFP-rep; Lyz-MFGFP-rep mice after 14 weeks western diet by multi-

photon microscopy. (A) Time-series with a focus on the shoulder region of the plaque, arrows depicting locally confined but dynamic protrusions formed by Lyz+

MFs (green) toward SMCs (red). Images from Video S3. Scale bars, 20 mm. (B) In vivo imaging of Lyz+ MF-SMC contacts during Lyz+ MF migration within the

intima. Rendered illustration of Lyz+ MFs (green) migrating along SMCs (red), including exemplary migration tracks of 2 cells. Scale bars, 20 mm.

(C) Analysis of the duration of the interactions between SMCs (red) and Lyz+ MFs (green). (D) Analysis of the displacement length during interaction and during

free migration. (E) Velocity profile of cells 1 and 2 (labeled in the migration tracks above under B) over time: boxes indicate interactions; horizontal lines indicate

mean velocity of the time period included. (F) Left: meandering index (track straightness) of Lyz+ MFs during interaction with SMCs and during free migration

without interaction. Right: displacement rate of Lyz+ MFs during interaction with SMCs and during free migration without interaction with SMCs. (C–F) n = 46–52

cell tracks covering free migration (�) or subsequent SMC interaction (+) or vice versa from n = 3 mice, Mann-Whitney test used to compare groups,

***p < 0.001, **p < 0.001.

(G) In vivo imaging of static SMC-Cx3cr1+ MF contacts in a MCRPF-rep; Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep mouse, arrow depicting a SMC embedded in two Cx3cr1+ MFs. Scale

bars, 20 mm.

(H) Ex vivo confocal imaging of cross-sections of atherosclerotic valves inMCRFP-rep; Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep mice after 12 weeks western diet, MFs in green, SMCs in

red, nuclei in blue, arrowheads depicting SMC-MF contacts. Scale bars, 40 mm.

(I and J) Ex vivo confocal imaging of SMClin; Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep mice after 22–24 weeks of western diet, (I) atherosclerotic valve cross-sections, MFs in green,

SMC and SMC-progeny in red, nuclei in blue, arrowheads depicting SMC-MF contacts, dashed line outlining SMC envelopingMF. Scale bars, 10 mm. (J) En face

confocal z stacks of the atherosclerotic intima in SMC-tdTlin; Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep mouse, Cx3cr1+ MFs in green, SMClin cells in red, blue arrowheads pointing

toward SMC-MF contacts observable in the cross- and longitudinal-sections of the z stack, most frequent within the plaque surface. Scale bars, 50 mm (left), 5 mm

(right) (K), left: representative immunohistochemical images of human aortic plaques stained for CD68 and a-SMA, scale bars, 300 mm, right: immunofluores-

cence staining for CD68 (red) and a-SMA (green) and with Hoechst (blue), dashed lines represent macrophage and SMCs, scale bars, 20 mmon the left and 10 mm

on the right immunofluorescence image.

(L) Pearson correlation of the relative CD68+ area in fibrous cap environment (defined as the plaque area within the top 30% plaque surface) with, left: the relative

necrotic core size, middle: the a-SMA content and right: the plaque vulnerability index (further elaborated in methods). Intermediate (n = 5) and advanced (n = 8)

human plaques, graded accordingly by the pathology department, were included. Pearson r and two-tailed p value are included for every Pearson correlation.

(M) Summary illustration of the natural MF distribution within atherosclerotic lesions. MFs mainly localize at areas of the plaque surface adjacent to SMCs in

murine and in human atherosclerotic lesions. Bar graphs show mean with SEM.
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Figure 5. SMCs within the fibrous cap preserve a strategic positioning of plaque MFs and secure homeostatic MF functions

(A and B) Reanalyzed single-cell RNA-seq data from mouse aortic roots from atherosclerotic SMClin mice from Wirka et al., GEO: GSE131780. (A) UMAP based

dimensionality reduction of analyzed cells (left), heatmap illustrating cytokine and chemokine expression of different SMC subsets (right). (B) Marker genes of

SMC clusters illustrated in a heatmap, composed by ClustVis.

(C) Representative confocal image depicting the spatial distribution of the key cSMCmarker PDGFRbwithin an atherosclerotic valve in SMClin; Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep

mice after 22–24 weeks of western diet, SMClin cells in red, MFs in green, and PDGFRb in white. Scale bars: 30 mm (left) and 15 mm (right images).

(D) Illustration of the experimental setup of the migration assay: macrophages undergo amigratory decision either moving toward the artificially composed SMC-

rich fibrous cap below or residing at the artificially composed, necrotic cell rich, necrotic core. SMCs (representing the fibrous cap) are located in the lower

chamber, whereas peritoneal macrophages have been attached on the transwell of the upper chamber. Necrotic Jurkat cells (representing the necrotic core) have

been added to the upper chamber.

(E) Number of peritoneal MFs from Lyz-MFGFP-rep mice that transmigrated toward the lower chamber per field of view (FOV). Isotype or anti-CCL2 blocking

antibody was simultaneously added to the lower chamber. MF numbers per FOV counted at 4 subsequent time points (n = 4 independent experiments).

(F) Distribution of macrophages as percentage of LGALS3+ area in 30 mm plaque surface area in percentage of total plaque LGALS3+ area at three subsequent

locations (n = 10 each).

(G) Left: quantification of LGALS3+ surface macrophage content as relative LGALS3+ area in percentage of total plaque surface area (defined as the upper 30 mm

of the plaque) from BCA sections at three consecutive locations (n = 10 each). Right: representative immunofluorescent images of BCA sections for ACTA2

(green), LGALS3 (red), and Hoechst (blue) with highlighted 30 mm plaque surface area from Ccl2SMC+/+ and Ccl2SMCD/D littermates after 14 weeks of western-

diet feeding. Scale bars, 100 mm.

(H) Volcano plot depicting differentially regulated genes analyzed by RNA-seq of FACS-sort enriched peritoneal MFs, coincubated either with live or dead Jurkat

cell supernatant for 12 h.

(I) Quantification of peritoneal macrophages 12 h after addition of live or dead Jurkat cell supernatant (n = 6).

(J–L) Efferocytosis assay, analyzing the efferocytotic capacity of the MF population, isolated from Lyz-MFGFP-rep mice. Apoptotic Jurkat cells were added for 1 h

after 6 h incubation either with or without CCL2. (J) Quantification of MFs with engulfed apoptotic cells upon presence or absence of CCL2 (n = 5 independent

experiments). (K) Quantification of the total number of engulfed apoptotic cells upon CCL2 presence of absence. (L) Representative epifluorescence images of

the efferocytosis assay with peritoneal macrophages (green) and apoptotic Jurkat cells (red), 1 h after Jurkat cell addition. Scale bars, 50 mm.

(M–O) Necrotic core analysis as total necrotic area in mm2 (M) and in percentage of plaque area (N), assessed with Masson Trichrom’s staining of valve sections,

from Ccl2SMC+/+ (n = 9) and Ccl2SMCD/D (n = 10) littermates after 14 weeks of western diet. (O) Left: representative images of necrotic core content analyzed by

Masson Trichrom’s staining of valve sections from Ccl2SMC+/+ and Ccl2SMCD/D littermates after 14 weeks of western diet. * indicates necrotic areas. Scale bars,

100 mm. Right: representative images of immunofluorescence stainings of valve sections from Ccl2SMC+/+ and Ccl2SMCD/D littermates after 14 weeks of western

diet for ACTA2 (green), LGALS3 (red), terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated dUTP nick-end labeling (TUNEL) (yellow), and DAPI (blue). Scale

bars, 100 mm.

(legend continued on next page)
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(SMC-tdTlin Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep) mice. En-face confocal z stacks

of lesions from SMC-tdTlin Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep mice revealed that

almost every CX3CR1+-MF directly contacted SMCs and local-

ized mostly at the plaque surface (Figures 4I and 4J). Consis-

tently, MFs and SMCs in human atherosclerotic lesions strongly

colocalized, and MFs were again most abundant at superficial

plaque regions below the fibrous cap (Figure 4K). The MF con-

tent of SMC-rich superficial plaque regions did not correlate

with overall a-SMA content or plaque vulnerability index. Howev-

er, high MF content in proximity to fibrous cap SMCs was asso-

ciated with smaller necrotic core size, suggesting beneficial con-

sequences of the SMC-MF interplay (Figure 4L). Taken together,

intimal MFs abundantly interact with SMCs within the plaque

surface (Figures 4J, 4K, and 4M). Therefore, we hypothesized

that SMCs actively determine the distribution of MFs within the

plaque. In line with this conjecture, conditioned medium from

resting and particularly from stimulated HCASMCs exerted

chemotactic effects on monocytes, and this was mediated

through CCL2 and MIF (Figures S5F–S5I). We ruled out any au-

tocrine effects of CCL2 signaling on SMCs on a receptor level

and functional level (Figures S5J–S5L). Therefore, SMCs have

chemotactic properties on MFs, and colocalization of SMCs

and MFs correlates with the plaque phenotype.

Fibrous cap SMCs preserve strategic MF positioning
and secure pro-resolving MF functions in
atherosclerosis
Single-cell in silico32 analysis of SMC heterogeneity recapitu-

lated a distinct cSMC subset in murine aortic roots as described

above in humans (Figure 5A). To achieve spatial resolution, we

investigated the exact localization of cSMCs within atheroscle-

rotic lesions. Marker gene analysis showed that murine cSMCs

highly express Pdgfrb (Figure 5B). Spatial resolution in SMC-

tdTlin Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep mice attributed high platelet-derived

growth factor receptor-b (PDGFRb) expression to fibrous cap

SMCs. These PDGFRbhi cSMCs frequently interacted with

MFs (Figure 5C), supporting the concept that cSMCs actively

maintain distinct intra-plaque MF positioning.

To mimic the microanatomical distribution of SMCs and MFs

in vivo, we constructed a reductionist in vitromodel in whichMFs

were compelled to undergo a migratory decision either toward a

layer of SMCs (representing the fibrous cap) or toward necrotic

Jurkat cells (mimicking aspects of the necrotic core) (Figure 5D).

Intact CCL2 signaling at the fibrous cap site attracted MFs to-

ward SMCs. Disruption of this axis resulted in decreased MF

attraction to SMCs and increased migration to the necrotic

core. This observation indicates that SMC-derived CCL2 com-

petes with necrotic core damage-associated molecular patterns

(DAMPs) for MF attraction (Figure 5E). We then defined the role

of SMC-derived CCL2 on MF distribution in atherosclerotic le-

sions in vivo. Preferential MF positioning shifted from the plaque

surface to the plaque core in Ccl2SMCD/D mice (Figures 5F and
(P and Q) Quantification of cell apoptosis as total amount of TUNEL+ LGALS3+ H

cells (Q) in Ccl2SMC+/+ (n = 9) and Ccl2SMCD/D (n = 10) individual littermates in to

intermediate BCA, without distal BCA areas with its early lesions.

(R) Quantification of valve atherosclerotic plaques for (left) total and relative TUN

(I, J, K, M, N, and R) Student’s t test was used for normally distributed data andWil

P, and Q) Repeated measure two-way ANOVA or mixed-effects model was used
5G). This indicates that SMC-derived CCL2 dictates MF posi-

tioning in atherosclerotic lesions and limits MF migration to the

necrotic core.

We then tested whether spatiotemporal reorientation of MFs

toward the necrotic core in the absence of SMC-derived CCL2

promotes MF cell death and fosters necrotic core expansion.

Coincubation of MFs with necrotic cell supernatant triggered

decreased MF survival, induction of apoptosis pathways, and

a loss of MF markers (Adgre1, Fabp4, and Cxcr4) (Figures 5H,

5I, S6A, and S6B), resembling the phenotype of plaque MFs

from Ccl2MCD/D mice (Figures S2E–S2G). This suggests that

some of the functional changes in MFs observed in vivo result

from spatiotemporal repositioning toward necrotic areas of the

lesion in Ccl2MCD/Dmice. However, we also considered potential

direct effects of CCL2 on MFs. CCL2 stimulation enhanced

homeostatic functions of MFs in vitro (Figures 5J–5L, S6C,

and S6D). Consistent with this finding, in vivo analysis of

advanced lesions in Ccl2SMCD/D mice revealed an increase in

apoptosis and necrosis in advanced plaques. Local proliferation

of MFs or SMCs as well as SMC apoptosis did not change

(Figures 5M–5R and S6E–S6I).

Next, we asked whether the chemokine-mediated SMC-MF

axis relies on more than one chemokine, securing possible

backup mechanisms. In SMC-MF coincubation systems, the

co-inhibition of CCL2 and MIF reduced MF content. However,

this was also the case at a similar magnitude when inhibiting

CCL2 alone or MIF alone, emphasizing the non-redundant rele-

vance of both chemokines for securing homeostatic SMC-MF

communication (Figure S6J). In addition, direct physical SMC-

MF interplay also strongly enhanced MF survival (Figure S6K).

We however did not observe any differences in efferocytotic

capacities in SMC-MF coculturing systems compared with

MF monocultures (Figure S6L). This triggered the question,

whether MF repositioning toward necrotic areas is the decisive

mechanism or whether chemokine-mediated pro-survival cues

play an additional, non-redundant role. We observed that

the reduced MF survival in SMC-MF coculture systems

after CCL2 inhibition can be reproduced in a necrotic environ-

ment, which per se reduces MF survival (as shown in Figure 5I)

(Figure S6M). This indicates that the chemokine-mediated

SMC-MF axis not only operates through spatiotemporally

mediated functional changes in MFs by retaining MFs outside

of necrotic areas but also by additional pro-survival effects,

which are non-redundant to the chemotactic repositioning roles

since they also enhance survival within necrotic areas

(Figures 5I and S6M).

Although no direct effects on SMC proliferation in monocul-

tures were observed, the chemokine-mediated SMC-MF axis

enhanced SMC coverage in cocultures in vitro, explaining the

observed plaque stabilization (Figure S6N). In contrast, the shear

physical SMC-MF interplay did not influence SMC survival

in vitro (Figure S6O). Therefore, we conclude that the
oechst+ MFs in plaque (P) and as total amount of TUNEL+ Hoechst+ apoptotic

tal after 14 weeks of western diet, only including plaques at the proximal and

EL+ cells. Data are shown as mean and SEM.

coxonmatched-pairs signed rank test for not normally distributed data. (E, F, G,

. *p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; NS, not significant. Bar graphs show mean with SEM.
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spatiotemporal repositioning of MFs together with direct func-

tional effects of a lack of MC-derived CCL2 yields phenotypic

changes in MFs that exacerbate vascular inflammation.

Short-term pharmacological CCL2 inhibition promotes
detrimental changes in advanced plaque phenotype
Our data suggest that a SMC-CCL2-MF axis operates in

large vessels to sustain a protectiveMFphenotypebymaintaining

homeostatic MF programs and spatiotemporal distribution. How-

ever, prevailing concepts have considered CCL2 proatherogenic,

predominantly by fueling vascular monocyte recruitment as

observed by multiple experimental studies.61 These studies

mainly focused on early atherogenesis,62–64 which is dominated

by trans-endothelial monocyte recruitment.13 However, patients

typically present with advanced atherosclerosis. Clinical studies

that enrolled patients with advanced coronary artery disease un-

dergoing percutaneous coronary intervention did not show a

reduction in major adverse cardiac event rates following CCL2 in-

hibition.65 Hence, the effect of CCL2 inhibition in advanced

atherosclerosis, whenmonocytic recruitment across the endothe-

lium plays a less important role and MFs mainly proliferate

locally,66 remains unclear. Based on the protective SMC-CCL2-

MF signaling, we hypothesized that systemic CCL2 inhibition in

advanced atherosclerosis, after peaking early monocytic influx,

could have detrimental consequences. When we performed anti-

body-mediated inhibition of CCL2 in advanced stages of athero-

sclerosis, we found marked indices of plaque destabilization

compared with isotype-treated mice (Figures 6A–6D). Consistent

with our data in SMC-specific CCL2 deficiency, we found a drop

in fibrous cap coverage. However, there was no change in more

steady plaque parameters (Figures 6E–6G) and no systemic

changes (Figure 6I). Therefore, despite protective effects of

CCL2 inhibition related to reduced monocyte recruitment in early

atherosclerosis, in advanced lesions, CCL2 action appears to pre-

serve the homeostatic SMC-MF axis within the vessel wall.

DISCUSSION

MCs and MFs reside in close anatomical proximity along the

vasculature and across tissues. Since MFs preferably colonize

vascular and perivascular ‘‘compartments’’ this vascular MF

niche is gaining increasing attention.9,10 MF origin reaches

beyond blood-borne monocytic populations to also comprise

MF populations that are seeded perinatally.1,67 The exact origins

and replacement of vascular MFs in the micro- and macro-

vasculature are established. In the uninflamed adventitial

tissue of the macrovasculature, embryonic MFs make up

relevant proportions.68–70 The intimal resident MF population

termed ‘‘MacAIR’’ is overtaken by monocytic MFs during inflam-

mation.11 In line, clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminant potential

(CHIP) and the effects of environmental factors on atheroprog-

ression via bone marrow activation and trans-endothelial

recruitment are mainly mediated by increased recruitment of

monocytic precursors to atherosclerotic lesions.58,71–73 Hence,

although MF origins, modes of mobilization, and mechanisms

of recruitment of monocytes are understood, the mechanisms

of mature MF preservation within the vascular niche are unde-

fined. In other words, how mature vascular MF biology and their

distribution are actively tuned is unclear. Vascular MFs dwell in
2334 Immunity 56, 2325–2341, October 10, 2023
an environment dominated byMCs, which express inflammatory

mediators.18–20

Our data provide evidence that MCs possess a fundamental

role in sustaining MF homeostasis within this vascular niche.

Beyond the traditionally well-studied bone marrow,74,75 blood,76

and endothelial-monocyte trafficking axes,13,64 we show that

MCs critically determine MF function within the vessel wall, yet

in an unexpected manner: MCs reacted to sterile inflammation

by intracellular Ca2+ bursts and expressed high levels of MF

chemotactic proteins, thereby imprinting a protective functional

MF phenotype and spatial MF positioning, both independently

securing vascular MF homeostasis. In addition, MF-chemotac-

tic proteins CCL2 and MIF acted in a non-redundant fashion

and were individually indispensable for actively maintaining MF

homeostasis. Also, vice versa, these chemokine-mediated

SMC-MF axes enhanced SMC survival, stabilizing the fibrous

cap of atherosclerotic lesions. In the microvasculature, this che-

mokine-driven MC-MF axis also provided homeostatic cues

for MF programming and enhanced MF survival. Disrupting

this CCL2-mediated axis in the microvasculature led to

decreased MF coverage and a transition to a less homeostatic

MF phenotype at a transcriptomic level. In the atherosclerotic

macrovasculature, maladaptive spatiotemporal repositioning

of plaque MFs in the absence of SMC-derived MF-chemotactic

proteins resulted in a dedifferentiated transcriptional phenotype

and impaired conduction of MF effector programs in vitro. These

maladaptive processes culminated in exacerbated inflammation,

plaque destabilization, and atheroprogression, shedding light on

a homeostatic MC-MF checkpoint within the vascular niche.

Landmark studies in the 1990s linked the CCL2-CCR2 axis to

chronic detrimental inflammation, providing pioneering evidence

that inflammatory mediators play a crucial role in vascular dis-

ease.31,77 A myriad of studies show critical involvement of CCL2

in driving a plethora of chronic inflammatory diseases.62,74,77–85

CCL2 is strongly expressed by MCs.31 MIF is another proinflam-

matory chemoattractant, which is expressed by MCs86 and also

associates with multiple chronic inflammatory diseases.87–89

These chemokines mainly affect chronic inflammatory re-

sponses by orchestrating excessive leukocyte trafficking: The

CCL2-CCR2 axis is pivotal for monocyte mobilization from the

bone marrow into the bloodstream,17 and in line, genetic CCR2

deletion results in reduced circulating monocyte counts and

reduced chronic inflammatory disease burden.79 CCL2 is also

centrally involved in monocyte trafficking from the bone marrow

toward the spleen.90,91 In addition, systemic disruption of the

CCL2-CCR2 axis strongly reduces trans-endothelial monocyte

recruitment and tissue MF counts.64,92–94 In line, the atypical

chemokine MIF holds similar functions for monocyte trafficking

toward inflammatory foci.95

Most studies investigating cytokine and chemokine signaling

in chronic inflammatory diseases have relied on germline genetic

deletions or systemic pharmacological interventions, mainly

interfering with immune-cell trafficking. However, how these

chemokines influence mature MF functions, after their recruit-

ment, remains unclear.

These findings now unravel that subendothelial canonical che-

mokine-driven MC-MF axes hold homeostatic effects on mature

MFs contrasting their detrimental effects on excessive monocyte

recruitment. This MC-MF interplay is backed by several
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Figure 6. Short-term CCL2 inhibition in advanced atherosclerosis triggers detrimental changes in plaque phenotype

(A) Acute pharmacological CCL2 inhibition in ApoE�/� mice after 6 months of western type diet. The anti-CCL2 or isotype control antibody was injected intra-

venous (i.v.) 2 weeks before sacrifice every 48 h (n = 7–8 / group).

(B) Quantification of fibrous cap coverage as continuity (percentage of fibrous cap covered plaque surface length relative to complete plaque surface length) at

three subsequent BCA locations.

(C) Quantification of ACTA2+ area within plaque surface as % of plaque surface area (defined as the top 30 mm stripe of the lesion) at three subsequent BCA

locations.

(D) Quantification of absolute ACTA2+ area in mm2 at three subsequent BCA locations.

(E) Quantification of macrophage area as LGALS3 area in mm2 at three subsequent BCA locations.

(F) Quantification of total plaque size as absolute plaque area in mm2 at three subsequent BCA locations.

(G) Quantification of cell apoptosis as total amount of TUNEL+ cells in plaque at three subsequent BCA locations.

(H) Representative images of BCA sections from ApoE�/� mice after 6 months of western diet stained for ACTA2 (green), LGALS3 (far red), TUNEL (red), and

Hoechst (blue). Scale bars, 50 mm.

(I) Quantification of blood leukocytes, neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, and plasma cholesterol (n = 7–8). (I) Student’s t test was used. (B–G) Repeated

measures two-way ANOVA or mixed-effects model, with subsequent �Sı́dák’s multiple comparisons test in (B)–(D), was used. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 NS, not

significant. Bar graphs show mean with SEM.
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chemokines, most importantly CCL2, but also MIF and other MF

active chemokines such as CCL1996 are highly expressed

by vascular MCs. This counteracts uncontrolled, detrimental

chronic inflammation. Along these lines, during chronic vascular

inflammation, chemokines secreted by MCs are anatomically

separated from endothelial-mediated (detrimental) leukocyte

recruitment axes and mainly confined to functional and local

spatiotemporal effects on tissue MFs. In vitro studies suggest

that canonical chemokines such as CCL2 can induce alternative

MF activation states.97 Interestingly, one distinct SMC subset—
we defined cSMCs—mainly accounted for this priming of MFs.

The Owens lab identifies that platelet-derived growth factor

(PDGF)-PDGFR signaling is pivotal for SMC infestation into the

fibrous cap.98 In line, our data showed that PDGFRbhi SMCs,

which were mainly localized within the fibrous cap, were the

SMC subtype that produced high amounts of MF chemotactic

chemokines. These PDGFRbhi SMCs essentially kept MFs within

viable regions of the plaque (near the fibrous cap) and preserved a

homeostatic MF phenotype. Previous studies prompted us to

engage multiple inducible as well as non-inducible fate mapping
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and genetically deleted mice and conventional reporter systems

to trace SMCsand their progeny.32,56,99,100 TheOwen’s lab shows

that a heterozygous depletion of MCP1 in MCs results in an in-

crease in systemic circulating monocytes.101 In our model, we

did not observe a monocytosis, neither in a Ng2-driven nor in a

Myh11-driven conditional genetic deletion system. These

discrepant results might be due to a lower cholesterol content in

the western diet and a longer period of western-diet feeding in

the experimental setup in the article by Owsiany et al.101

In advanced atherosclerosis, the role of continuous monocyte

recruitment diminishes, and the significance of local MF

proliferation for sustaining the plaque MF pool increases,66

hence reducing the relevance of endothelial-mediated leukocyte

recruitment and confining possible chemokine-mediated effects

to intra-plaque axes. Indeed, our data showed that short-term

CCL2 inhibition, specifically in these advanced stages of athero-

sclerosis, triggers detrimental phenotypic changes in athero-

sclerotic lesions.

In summary, MCs exploit mediators, considered to be detri-

mental, to shape an immunomodulatory vascular MF niche. In

contrast to the expected effects of chemokines in vascular inflam-

mation, this MC-MF axis sustained homeostatic spatiotemporal

positioning and a pro-resolving phenotype ofMFs in vivo. Genetic

and pharmacologic disruption of this homeostatic niche resulted

in exacerbated inflammation as shown for atherosclerosis. There-

fore, our findings implicate that future studies are needed to reca-

pitulate the roles of chemokines in inflammation in a source and

stage-specific manner to differentiate between effects on leuko-

cyte trafficking and effects onprogramming ofmature leukocytes.

Sole reliance on in vitro observations or on conventional genetic

deletion experiments may mask compartment-specific immune-

homeostatic effects of mediators which are deemed to be exclu-

sively detrimental during chronic inflammation.

Together, this work identifies how the prominent vascular MF

niche is pro-actively sustained in a homeostatic state by adja-

cent MCs, which dampens detrimental chronic inflammation.

Limitations of the study
Future studies are needed to further elaborate on the phenotypic

shifts of vascular MFs upon targeted interference with different

MC functions. The modes of how MCs sense the microenviron-

ment and how this subsequently influences MF phenotype and

chronic inflammation require the attention of follow-up studies.

Also, this study focuses on the MF chemoattractants CCL2

and MIF. However, it remains unclear whether this unexpected

atheroprotective role of these chemokines specifically within

the intimal niche can be extrapolated to other proinflammatory

mediators that are known to be otherwise detrimental in chronic

inflammatory settings. Lastly, these results underscore the need

for cell-specific therapies when considering anti-inflammatory

approaches. Hence, the development and translation of cell-

specific delivery systems are urgently required to allow directed

anti-inflammation solely at sites where respective mediators are

considered detrimental.
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Anti-MCP1 Abcam #ab25124

Anti-MIF Abcam #ab7207

Anti-CD31 Abcam # ab222783

Anti-CD36 Abcam # ab124515

Anti-FOLR2 Abcam # ab228643

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Tamoxifen Sigma-Aldrich #10540-29-1

Corn Oil Sigma-Aldrich # C8267

Western Diet Sniff EF #D12079

SMC medium PELO Biotech #PB-MH-200-2190

RPMI1640 Sigma Aldrich R8758

FBS Biosell #S 0613

Penicillin-Streptomycin Sigma Aldrich #P4333

b-Mercaptoethanol Sigma Aldrich #M3148

b-Estradiol Sigma Aldrich #50-28-2

M-CSF Immunotools #11343115

Accutase Sigma Aldrich # A6964

CellTrackerTM Red CMTPX Invitrogen # C34552

CCL2 Biolegend # 571406

MIF Biolegend # 599406

(Continued on next page)
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Saponin Roth #4185.1

PBS (10X) Gibco #70011-036

PBS (1X) Gibco #14190-094

Hoechst 33342 Invitrogen # H3570

ApopTag� Red In Situ Apoptosis Detection Kit Sigma-Aldrich #S7165

Oil-red-O solution Sigma #O1391

Mayer’s hemalaum solution Roth #T865.2

Masson Trichrome staining ScyTek Laboratories #TRM-1

Sucrose Sigma-Aldrich #S1888

Formaldehyde 4% Microcos GmbH #50-00-0

Methylene-free formaldehyde solution Thermos scientific #28908

Sudan III Merck #C.I. 26100

BSA Albumin Fraction V R98 %, powdered Carl Roth #8076.1

Sytox red dead cell staining Invitrogen # S34859

collagenase I Sigma-Aldrich #C0130

collagenase XI Sigma-Aldrich #C7657

DNase I Sigma-Aldrich #D4527

Hyaluronidase Sigma-Aldrich #H3506

Sytox green ThermoFisher #S34860

Collagenase type 2 Worthington Biochemical #LS004174

Elastase Worthington Biochemical #LS002292

Collagenase type XI Sigma-Aldrich #C7657

DNase type 1 Sigma-Aldrich #H3506

Collagenase type 1 Sigma-Aldrich #C0130

Hyaluronidase Sigma-Aldrich #H3506

Sytox orange ThermoFisher #S34861

Sytox blue ThermoFisher #S34857

Sytox red ThermoFisher #S34859

Liberase Roche #5401127006

DNase Sigma-Aldrich #D4527

Hyaluronidase Sigma-Aldrich #H3506

NEBNext Single Cell / Low Input RNA Kit for Illumina New England Biolabs #E6420S

Fluorescent dye-based Qubit� ds DNA HS Assay kit Thermo Fisher Scientific #Q33230

RLT-Buffer Qiagen #79216

b-Mercapto-Ethanol Thermo #Sigma M6250

Proteinase K Life Technologies #AM2548

DNase I ThermoFisher #EN0521

Maxima H-enzyme ThermoFisher #EP0753

Maxima H-Buffer ThermoFisher #EP0753

dNTPs ThermoFisher #R0186

Exonuclease I New England Biolabs #M0293L

1X Kapa HS Ready Mix Roche #07958935001

DNase/RNase-Free Distilled Water ThermoFisher #10977-049

Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit ThermoFisher #P7581

High-Sensitivity DNA Kit Agilent #5067-4627

NEBNext Ultra II FS Library Preparation Kit New England Biolabs #E6177S

SPRI-select Beads #B23317 Beckman Coulter

Q5 Master Mix New England Biolabs M0544L

Ficoll� Paque Plus Cytiva #GE17-1440-02

(Continued on next page)
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Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 30reagent kit v3.1 10X Genomics #CG000206 Rev D protocol with reagens

RNeasy Mini Kit Qiagen #74104

TruSeq Stranded mRNA LP technology kit Illumina #20020594

ISO-1 Merck Millipore (Calbiochem) #CAS 478336-92-4

dsDNA InvivoGen #tlrl-ecdna

Non-oxidizable 3S-HMGB1 HMGBiotech #HM-132

HSP60 Enzo #ADI-SPA-806-F

ODN2216 InVivogen #tlrl-2216-5

RNeasy Micro Kit Qiagen #74004

High Capacity cDNA synthesis kit Applied Biosystems #4368814

DMEM VLE Bio&Sell #BS.FG1445

Antibiotics-antimycotics Thermo #15240062

LDL from human plasma Invitrogen #L3482

eFluor proliferation dye Invitrogen #65-0840-85

ISO-1 MedChemExpress #HY-16692

DMSO SigmaAldrich #D2650-5X5ML

Fixable viability Dye eFluor780 eBioscience #64-0865

Quantitect Primer assay Qiagen #249900

Ssoadvanced SYBR green supermix BioRad #1725270

EdU Invitrogen #A10044

Protease 1 Roche #05266688001

Smooth muscle cell growth medium PromoCell #C-22062

TNFa BioLegend #570102

NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel Invitrogen #NP0002

Spectra Multicolor Broad Range Protein Ladder ThermoFisher #226634

Recombinant mouse CCL2 BioLegend #578404

Trypsin-EDTA (0,25%) Gibco #11560626

Ripa Lysis and Exraction Buffer ThermoFisher #89900

CellTracker Green Invitrogen #C2925

Critical commercial assays

MIF ELISA BioLegend #444107

CCL2 ELISA IBL international #BE45241

Cholesterol Kit Abcam #Ab65390

CCL19 ELISA Sigma-Aldrich RAB0052

CXCL12/SDF-1 alpha Bio-techne #DSA00

Peritoneal Macrophage isolation kit Miltenyi Biotec #130-110-434

Experimental models: Cell lines

HCASMCs PromoCell #C-12511

Primary murine smooth muscle cell Cell Biologics #C57-6080

Jurkat cells Merck #88042803

Murine SMCs Cell Biologics #PB-A57-6080

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

ApoE-/- The Jackson Laboratory #002052

Myh11cre-ERT2 The Jackson Laboratory #019079

Rosa26tdTomato The Jackson Laboratory #007914

Ng2DsRed The Jackson Laboratory #008241

Ng2Cre The Jackson Laboratory #029926

Ccl2RFP-fl/fl The Jackson Laboratory #016849

PC-G5-tdT The Jackson Laboratory #024477

(Continued on next page)
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Cx3cr1-CreER The Jackson Laboratory #021160

Cx3cr1GFP/+ The Jackson Laboratory #005582

LysM-eGFP MGI MGI ID: 2654931

MIFfl/fl Fingerle-Rowson et al.102 PMID ID: 12878730

Software and algorithms

Imaris Software Bitplane Version 8.4.1

ZEN Software Black Zeiss Version 2.3

ImageJ FIJI Version 2.9.0

AxioVision Zeiss Version 4.8

FlowJo BD Biosciences Version 10

Fastqc Andrews103 Version 0.11.8

Cutadapt Martin104 Version 1.12

zUMI pipeline Parekh et al.105 Version 2.9.4.d

STAR Dobin et al.106 Version 2.7.3a

RSubread Liao et al.107 Version 1.32.4

Hisat2 Kim et al.108 Version 2.1.0

Feature Counts Liao et al.109 Version 1.6.3

DESeq2 Love et al.110 Version 1.30.0

DAVID Huang et al.111,112 Version 6.8

ClustVis Metsalu and Vilo113 Online version

Seurat Stuart et al.114 Version 3.1.1

SCTransform Hafemeister and Satija115 Version 0.2.0

CellRanger 10X Genomics Version 6.0.2

Seurat Stuart et al.114 Version 4.0.4

SCTransform Hafemeister and Satija115 Version 0.3.2

MAST Finak et al.116 Version 1.14.0

QuPath Bankhead et al.117 Version 0.3.2
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
The lead contact is Dr. Kami Pekayvaz (kami.pekayvaz@med.uni-muenchen.de).

Materials availability
Materials are available upon request from the lead author. This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
Count data for RNA-seq experiments will be made available (Zenodo: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8065731) after publication.

Other data is available upon request from the corresponding authors. All original code has been deposited at Zenodo and will be

publicly available.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Mice were used as an experimental research model. Publicly available human and mouse scRNA-seq datasets, human and mouse

atherosclerotic plaques, and cells and cell lines were also analyzed. Further details are provided in the Method details.

METHOD DETAILS

Mice
ApoE-/- (Stock No.: 002052),28 Myh11cre-ERT2 (Stock No.: 019079),118 Rosa26tdTomato (Stock No.: 007914),119 Ng2DsRed (Stock No.:

008241),120 Ng2Cre (Stock No.: 029926)121 and Ccl2RFP-fl/fl (Stock No.: 016849),122 PC-G5-tdT (Stock No.: 024477),123 Cx3cr1-CreER

(Stock No.: 021160)124 were obtained from Charles River and Jackson Laboratories. Previously described125,126 Cx3cr1GFP/+ and

LyzeGFP/+ mice were employed. Ccl2RFP-fl/fl mice did not show RFP signal without further amplification and are hence referred to
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as Ccl2fl/fl. In Cx3cr1tm2.1(cre/ERT2)Litt mice the YFP signal was constant and very weak, and did not mask the alternating PC-G5 Ca2+

bursts. Miffl/fl mice were provided by Guenter Fingerle-Rowson and Richard Bucala and generated as described.102 Mice after the

age of 8 weeks were included in the analysis. Both genders were used, except for Myh11-creERT2 driven reporter or deletion sys-

tems, where the Cre-recombinase is expressed on the y-chromosome only. Mice were kept at 55% humidity and 21 �C temperature

with a 12h day-night rhythm. All animal studies were approved by the local legislation on protection of animals (Regierung von Ober-

bayern, Munich). Mouse strains have been summarized in Table S1.

Tamoxifen injection and western diet feeding
All transgenic mice were backcrossed to a C57BL/6 background for at least seven generations. In Myh11cre-ERT2; Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE-/-

(Ccl2SMCD/D) mice and Myh11cre-ERT2; Ccl2+/+; ApoE-/- (Ccl2SMC+/+) littermate controls or Myh11cre-ERT2; Rosa26tdT; Cx3cr1GFP;

ApoE-/- (SMC-tdTlin Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep) Cre-recombinase was activated in male mice with a series of 5 consecutive tamoxifen injec-

tions intraperitoneally daily at 2mg/day/mouse (Sigma-Aldrich 10540-29-1), dissolved in corn oil (Sigma-Aldrich C8267), at an age of

6 weeks. One week after the first Tamoxifen injection, mice were fed a Western diet (WD) containing 22% fat and 0.2%

cholesterol (Sniff EF D12079) for the respective durations depicted in the figures. Myh11cre-ERT2; PC-G5-tdT mice (SMCCa2+-rep)

and Cx3cr1Cre-ERT2; PC-G5-tdT (Cx3cr1-MFCa-rep) mice were also induced with 5 consecutive Tamoxifen injections at the same

dosage. Ca2+ reporter SMCs were isolated from the aorta as depicted below and cultured in SMC medium (PELOBiotech

PB-MH-200-2190). Male Myh11cre-ERT2; CCL2fl/fl; ApoE-/- (Ccl2SMCD/D) were compared to male Myh11cre-ERT2; CCL2+/+; ApoE-/-

(Ccl2 SMC+/+) littermate controls. Ccl2 SMCD/D or Ccl2 SMC+/+ littermate mice with a measured plasma LDL/VLDL-cholesterol level

<250mg/dl and mice showing no atherosclerotic lesions neither in the BCA nor in the valves were excluded from further analyses.

Ng2-cre+; Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE-/- mice (Ccl2MCD/D) mice and Ng2-cre-; Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE-/- mice (Ccl2MC+/+) were put on a Western diet (WD)

beginning at 5 weeks of age for 14 weeks. Ng2-cre+; Miffl/fl; ApoE-/- mice (MifMCD/D) and Ng2-cre-; Miffl/fl; ApoE-/- mice (MifMC+/+) lit-

termates were put on a WD beginning at 5 weeks of age for 8 weeks. Ng2-DsRed; ApoE-/- (MCRFP-rep), Ng2-DsRed; Cx3cr1-GFP;

ApoE-/- (MCRFP-rep Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep) and Ng2-DsRed; Lyz-GFP; ApoE-/- (MCRFP-rep Lyz-MFGFP-rep) mice were put on a WD begin-

ning at 5 weeks of age for the amount of weeks respectively depicted in the figure captions.

Bone marrow transplant
1 x 107 bone marrow cells of donor Ng2DsRed; Cx3cr1GFP; ApoE-/- (MCRFP-rep Cx3cr1-MFrep) mice were injected into irradiated (two

times 6Ggwith an interval of 4h)Ng2-cre-; Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE-/-mice (Ccl2MC+/+) andNg2-cre+; Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE-/-mice (Ccl2MCD/D ). 4 weeks

after transplantation mice were fed a WD for 20 weeks.

Intravital 2-photon microscopy
A TrimScope II (LaVision Biotech) equipped with a Chameleon laser (Coherent) and connected to an upright microscope with a 203

water immersion objective (Olympus) was used. Image stabilization, 3D rendering, and analysis was performed with Imaris.

In vivo atherosclerotic plaque imaging with single-cell resolution. Mice were anesthetized, the carotid artery was exposed and a

custom build stage was placed. Imaging was performed with MCRFP-rep Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep and MCRFP-rep Lyz-MFGFP-rep mice.

In vivo microscopy of the ear microvasculature. Mice were anesthetized, the ear was fixed on a custom-built-stage made of a

plexiglass base with a round raised stage of resin where the ear can be pinned down. The ear was pinned down at the

fringes and stretched across the resin stage with several pins, with minimal folds across its surface. Hair removal was not

performed in order not to elicit any inflammatory response. The skin was scanned for an optimal fold-free and hairless spot that

was well vascularized and contained an adequate number of MFs before creating micro-sized laser injuries by prolonged, increased

laser-power.

For CCL2 inhibition experiments, 200 mg of anti-CCL2 antibody (BioXcell #BE0185) or respective isotype control (BioXcell

#BE0091) were injected i.v. twice every 24h for 48h, starting 72h before the experiment and once 30 minutes prior to imaging intra-

venously and also subcutaneously at the preparation site with an insulin syringe almost parallel to the ear surface, without injecting

directly into the imaged area. Laser injuries were induced by elevated level of laser power (30% vs. 5% for imaging). Imaging was

performed at the same spot over several hours. Micro laser injuries are circular and small in structure, and dendrites are motile

and extend to several tens of micrometers. The time it took from laser injury onset for a tissueMFs to form the first of possibly several

dendrites is referred to as ‘time to dendrite formation’. The time it took one of several dendrites from formation/extension to reach a

micro laser injury is termed as ‘time to reach injury’, ‘time to dendrite formation’ is the time it takes a cell to extend its first dendrite

counted from the time the laser injury was created, ‘No. of dendrite forming MFs‘ is the number of tissue MFs that extended at least

one dendrite in the field of view during the imaging period. When counting tissue MFs in the field of view (FoV), only those with den-

drites extending at least the length of the main cell body were included.

Yolk-sac- and bone-marrow-derived MFs
Yolk sac (YS)- and bone marrow (BM)-derived Hoxb8 progenitors were generated as previously described.127 Progenitors were kept

under proliferative conditions for the course of two months after establishing the cell line (RPMI1640 + 10% Foetal Bovine Serum

[FBS] + 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin + 6% SCF-containing supernatant + 30 mM b-Mercaptoethanol + 1 mM b-estradiol [all from

Sigma-Aldrich, except FBS from BioSell �]). Differentiation to MFs was induced by seeding the progenitors at a density of 3.0 x

10^5 cells per 15 cm non-tissue treated dish in differentiation medium (RPMI1640 + 10% FBS + 1% Penicillin-Streptomycin + 6%
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SCF-containing supernatant + 30 mM b-Mercaptoethanol + 20 ng/mLM-CSF [ImmunoTools�]). These conditions were kept for five

days, with the medium being changed every second day. The MFs were then washed with PBS, dissociated with Accutase (Sigma-

Aldrich�) for 10min at 37�C and replated in non-tissue treated 12-well plates (1.75 x 10^5MFs per well) in differentiation medium for

another 24h. Afterwards, the Hoxb8 MFs were stained with CellTracker� Red CMTPX dye (Invitrogen �) in RPMI 1640, according

to the manufacturer’s instructions. After exchanging the dye solution with RPMI 1640 the cells were promptly imaged for a baseline

count. Then, the MFs were incubated with the designated cytokines/chemokines (50 ng/mL CCL2 [Biolegend �] and/or 50 ng/mL

MIF [Biolegend �] and/or 20 ng/ml M-CSF [ImmunoTools] �) in serum-free RPMI1640 and consecutively imaged at the indicated

time-points. Three fields of vision were imaged per well, with each condition being done in triplicate per experiment. The number

of cells on each field of vision was counted with CellProfiller� software.128

Ex vivo analysis of the vasculature
After sacrificing the mice and perfusion with PBS/heparin (10:1), aortas were harvested. After fixation in 4% paraformaldehyde for

30 min the aortic valves, aortas, and brachiocephalic arteries were placed in 30% sucrose at 4�C overnight, embedded in optimal

cutting temperature compound, frozen at �80�C, and then cut with a cryotome (CryoStar NX70 Kryostat; ThermoFisher Scientific)

into 10 mm sections. The brachiocephalic artery was analyzed in a standardized manner and serially sectioned from the aortic arch

to the right subclavian artery. Analyses were performed at a proximal location from the aortic arch, an intermediate, and a distal

location in proximity to the right subclavian artery. Sections from the valve were fixed with 4% formaldehyde and blocked with

10% goat serum, 1% BSA and 0.5% saponine. Slides were stained with antibodies specific to LGALS3 (CL8942AP, Cedarlane),

ACTA2 (F3777, Sigma), PDGFbR (ab32570, abcam,), Ki-67 (ab15580, abcam), CD68 (MCA1957). The respective secondary anti-

bodies included Cy5-conjugated AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rat IgG (H+L) (#112-175-143, Jackson ImmunoResearch), Cy5-conjugated

AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rabbit IgG (H+L) (#111-175-144, Jackson ImmunoResearch), Cy3-conjugated AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rat IgG

(H+L) (#112-165-071, Jackson ImmunoResearch) Cy3-conjugated AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rabbit (#111-165-003, Jackson

ImmunoResearch). Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33342 (H3570). Immunofluorescence staining of human plaques was per-

formed with mouse anti-human CD68 Clone PG-M1 40 (M0876, Dako), ACTA2 (F3777, Sigma) and secondary antibody In-

vitrogen� Cy3 goat anti mouse (A10521) after prior dewaxing and counterstained with DAPI. Apoptosis was assessed by

TUNEL staining. (S7165, ApopTag� Red In Situ Apoptosis Detection Kit, Sigma-Aldrich). Plaque size was analysed in immunoflu-

orescence images co-stained for LGALS3, ACTA2 and Hoechst. Oil-red staining was performed with Sigma O1391 Oil-red-O so-

lution, counterstained with Mayer’s hemalaun solution (T865.2, Roth). Necrotic core formation, defined as area under the fibrous

cap with loss of extracellular matrix and accumulation of cellular debris, was assessed by Masson Trichrome staining (ScyTek

Laboratories, Trichrome Stain kit, modified Massons) or Hematoxylin and Eosin staining (HE) in Ccl2 SMCD/D, Ccl2 SMC+/+ mice

or MifMCD/D, MifMC+/+ mice, respectively. Histological images were acquired using a Leica DM6B microscope. Immunofluores-

cence images were acquired using a Zeiss Axio imager microscope with an AxioCam. Confocal images were acquired with Zeiss

Laser Scanning Microscope LSM 880 with an Airyscan module. Image analysis was performed in a standardized setting by colour

thresholding with ZEN software or ImageJ. Cell counting was performed with a Zeiss AxioVision or a Leica DM6B microscope.

Plaque quantification was performed in littermates. For en-Face ex vivo imaging of the aorta, harvested aortas from SMClin MFrep

mice were fixed in 4% PFA and subsequently left in 30% sucrose. overnight. Subsequently, the aorta was cut open longitudinally,

embedded onto a slide and covered with a coverslip in PBS. Imaging was performed instantly with a Laser Scanning Microscope

LSM 880 with an Airyscan module.

En face Sudan III staining
The ascending and descending aorta was fixed in 4% PFA overnight, washed with aqua bidest, post fixed 3 min in 75% ethanol and

incubated for 30 min in Sudan III (Merck) with a subsequent washing step in aqua bidest. Perivascular fat tissue was removed thor-

oughly. Aortas were placed on a slide and covered with PBS under a coverslip. Images were acquired using a stereomicroscope

(Zeiss) equipped with a Canon Powershot G5 camera.

Flow cytometry of blood, spleen, and bone marrow
Femurs and tibias were perfused with PBS to obtain bone marrow cells, which were filtered through a 40-mmmesh. The spleen was

grinded through a 40 mmmesh to obtain single cell suspensions. Ammonium-chloride-potassium lysing buffer was applied twice on

the blood samples and once on bone marrow/spleen samples to deplete red blood cells. Lysis was stopped with PBS and followed

by a centrifugation step of 370 g for 7min. Samples were resuspended, a purified Fc-receptor (CD16/32, FcgRIII/II) blocking antibody

was added and incubated for 10 min (93, eBioscience�). Primary antibodies against CD45.2 (#560694, BD Biosciences�), CD19

(#152404, BioLegend�), CD3e (#553062, BD Biosciences�), CD115 (#135513, BioLegend�), Ly6C (#128012 BioLegend�),

Ly6G(#127608, BioLegend�) or CD45R (#15-0452-82 ThermoFisher�) were used and incubated for 20 min. After a final centrifuga-

tion step cells were resuspended in PBS containing 0.5%BSA (FACS buffer). All stepswere performed on ice or in a centrifuge at 4�C.
In addition, Sytox red dead cell staining (S34859, Invitrogen�) was used for Ccl2SMCD/D and Ccl2SMC+/+ bone marrow, spleen and

blood analyses. Cells were immediately analyzed by a BD LSR Fortessa � cell analyser. Compensation was performed with beads.

Quantification was performed with FlowJo V10�.
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FACS of kidney and lung immune cells
After sacrificing the mice and perfusing with ice-cold PBS, kidneys and lungs were harvested, minced and resuspended in an

enzyme digestion mix containing collagenase I (Sigma-Aldrich, C0130), collagenase XI (Sigma-Aldrich, C7657), DNase I

(Sigma-Aldrich, D4527) and hyaluronidase (Sigma-Aldrich, H3506) and incubated for 30 minutes at 37�C on a shaker. Subse-

quently, the tissue was filtered across a 70mm filter and spun down at 350 g for 7 minutes at 4�C. The single cells were resus-

pended in 150 ml Fc-block (eBioscience, 14-0161-86). CD45+ magnetic selection beads (Miltenyi Biotec, 130-052-301) in FACS

buffer (PBS with 0.5% BSA) were added and incubated on ice for 15 min. Then, 1ml FACS buffer were added, and the cells

were spun down at 4�C, 300 g for 10min. Subsequently, magnetic bead separation with LS columns (Miltenyi Biotec�, 130-

042-401) was performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After magnetic bead separation, cells were spun down

at 4�C, 300 g, 10min and subsequently resuspended in the mastermix, containing CD45 APC-Cy7 (BD Biosciences�, 557659),

CD11b Percp-Cy5.5 (Biolegend�, 101228), F4/80 PE (Biolegend�, 123110), CD64 PE-Cy7 (Biolegend�, 139314), MHCII APC

(ThermoFisher�, 17-5321-82) and a respective TotalSeq�B anti mouse Hashtag antibody (i.e. Biolegend�, TotalSeq�-B0301

anti-mouse Hashtag 1; of this family, Hashtags 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 were used). After 30 minutes incubation on ice and three sub-

sequent washing steps, cells were resuspended in FACS Buffer with 2% FBS. Prior to FACS, Sytox green (ThermoFisher�,

S34860), was added to the sample and CD11bhi CD64+ F4/80+ cells were enriched by FACS-sorting into FACS Buffer with 2%

FBS. Subsequently the FACS Sorted cells were spun down, resuspended, counted and the cell concentration was adjusted to

allow similar cell count yields across samples. Samples were subsequently pooled and proceeded with the single-cell RNA

sequencing protocol described in detail below.

Digestion of the aorta
Aortas were harvested as described above and incubated in an enzyme mix containing collagenase type 2 (Worthington Bio-

chemical� LS004174) and elastase (Worthington Biochemical� LS002292) in PBS containing Mg2+ and Ca2+ for 10 min at

37 �C in a thermo shaker with 400 rpm. Aortas were transferred to PBS without Mg++ and Ca++ on ice to stop the digestion.

Adventitial tissue was subsequently removed from the rest of the aorta. The media and intima were transferred to a second

enzyme mix containing collagenase type XI (Sigma-Aldrich� C7657), DNase type 1 (Sigma-Aldrich� D4527), collagenase type

1 (Sigma-Aldrich� C0130), hyaluronidase (Sigma-Aldrich� H3506) in PBS with Mg++ and Ca++ and incubated for 40 min at

37 �C in a shaker with 400 g. The cell suspension was filtered through a 70-mm mesh to obtain single cell suspensions. Cold

PBS was added simultaneously to stop the enzymatic reactions. The cell suspension was centrifuged at 370 g for 7 min. Sytox

blue, orange, or red dead cell staining (Invitrogen�) was added prior to analysis. Cell analysis and sorting was performed using a

Beckman Coulter Astrios � Cell Sorter. Subsequent analysis was performed by FlowJo V10�. Cell pellets from Ccl2SMCD/D and

Ccl2SMC+/+ and Ccl2MCD/D and Ccl2MC+/+ aortas were shock-frozen on dry ice and subsequently processed for further bulk-RNA-

seq or RT-PCR. Analysis of leukocyte subsets by flow cytometry of Ccl2SMCD/D mice was performed without excluding adventitial

tissue. Therefore, the aorta (liberated of perivascular fat tissue) was minced in small pieces and placed in an enzyme mix of 4U/ml

Liberase (TM research grade (ROCHE) Cat.: 5401127001), 120U/ml DNase (Sigma-Aldrich, D4527), 60U/ml Hyaluronidase (Sigma-

Aldrich, H3506) and incubated at 37�C for 60 min. Subsequently, digested tissue was pushed through a 70mm filter and washed

once. Subsequently the single-cell suspension was blocked with FC-block and subsequently incubated on ice with the antibody

mix and prepared for flow cytometry as described above. The mentioned immune-cell subsets were gated by gating for live sin-

glets expressing F4/80 (Cat.: 123128), Ly6G (Cat.: 127643), CD11b (Cat.: 101242), Ly6C (Cat.: 128033). FACS-sorting of

Ccl2SMCD/D; SMC-tdTlin; Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep aortas was performed accordingly. TdTomato+ living singlets were FACS-sorted for

downstream genetic deletion PCR.

Single-cell RNA sequencing
The Chromium Next GEM Single Cell 3’ reagent kit v3.1 (CG000206 Rev D) from 10X Genomics� protocol was used for FACS-

sorted lung and kidney immune cell sequencing. To decrease batch-effect related artifacts, sample multiplexing with

TotalSeqB� anti-mouse Hashtag Antibodies, which were included into the FACS antibody mix, was performed. Up to eight

samples were multiplexed into one library. A total of 1.26 x105 cells across runs were loaded for Gel Beads-in-emulsion

(GEM) generation. According to the kit protocol first GEMs were generated, subsequently reverse transcription was performed,

and cDNA was cleaned up, amplified, and size selected. After a quality control and quantification step, gene expression libraries

and cell surface libraries were subsequently constructed. The libraries were sequenced with an Illumina NovaSeq by IMGM

laboratories.

Bulk RNA sequencing of aortic intima/media
Total RNA from cell pellets of Ccl2SMCD/D and Ccl2SMC+/+ descending aortas was isolated using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen�) ac-

cording to the manufacturer’s instructions including on-column DNase digestion. After quantification, purity and integrity control, the

RNA library was prepared according to TruSeq� Stranded mRNA LP technology kit instructions.

Genetic deletion PCR for MIF and CCL2
Genetic deletion PCR was performed on frozen tissue from the aorta and brachiocephalic artery from Ccl2SMC+/+ and Ccl2SMCD/D

mice and MifMC+/+ and MifMCD/D mice. In addition, tdTomato+ SMCs were FACS-sorted from atherosclerotic aortas from tamoxifen
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injected Myh11-creERT2; Rosa26-tdTomato; Cx3cr1-GFP; Ccl2fl/fl; ApoE-/- mice. The following primer sequences were employed

for the respective genetic deletion PCR:

Ccl2-KO Fw: GGT CCC TGT CAT GCT TCT G

Ccl2-KO Rev: CAG GTT TCA GAG ACA TTG CTT C

MIF-KO Fw: AGG TTA GTC ACT CTA CTG GCC

MIF-KO Rev: GGC TCC TGG TCT CAG TCA GG

ITC Fw: ACA CAA CCC TTG CCT TCA CC

ITC Rev: GAA CTG GTG GCT CGG AAG AG

Low-input sequencing of FACS aortic MFs
Aortic Cx3cr1+ MFs from Ccl2MC+/+ or Ccl2MCD/D chimera mice with MCRFP-rep Cx3cr1-MFGFP-rep bone marrow were directly sorted

into NEBNext Cell Lysis Buffer. The RNA library was prepared with the NEBNext� Single Cell / Low Input RNA Kit for Illumina� (New

England Biolabs), according to the manufacturers protocol. Quality control of RNA was performed by the 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent

Technologies) and RNA was quantified using the highly sensitive fluorescent dye-based Qubit� ds DNAHS Assay kit (Thermo Fisher

Scientific, according to the manufacturer’s protocol. All single libraries from both sample batches were pooled into a sequencing

library with an equal DNA amount per sample and used for loading on the NextSeq� 500 sequencing system for cluster generation

and sequencing. The library was sequenced on the next NextSeq� 500 sequencing system (Illumina�), performing one high output

(HO) single-read 75 cycles (1x75bp SR) run, under the control of the NextSeq Control Software (NCS).

Prime-seq of peritoneal MFs
An exact protocol for prime-seq129 is available at protocols.io (https://doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.s9veh66). Briefly, of the MFs

sorted into RLT-Buffer (Qiagen�) with 1% Mercapto-Ethanol, 50 mL were further processed for library preparation. Proteinase

K (AM2548, Life Technologies�) was used for lysate treatment, cleanup beads (GE65152105050250, Sigma-Aldrich�) (2:1

beads/sample ratio) were used for isolation, and DNase I (EN0521, Thermo Fisher�) for digestion. 30 units of Maxima H- enzyme

(EP0753, Thermo Fisher�) were used for transcribing, 1x Maxima H- Buffer (EP0753, Thermo Fisher�), 1 mM each dNTPs

(R0186, Thermo Fisher�), 1 mM template-switching oligo (IDT), 1 mM barcoded oligo-dT primers (IDT) in a 10 mL reaction volume

at 42 �C for 90 minutes were included. Same cell-type samples were then pooled and cleaned using cleanup beads (1:1 beads/sam-

ple ratio). Remaining primers were digested with Exonuclease I (M0293L, NEB) following cleanup at 37 �C for 20 minutes followed by

80 �C for 10 minutes. The Exonuclease I digested samples were then again cleaned using cleanup beads (1:1 beads/sample ratio).

Using 1X KAPA HS Ready Mix (07958935001, Roche�) and 0.6 mM SINGV6 primer (IDT) in a 50 mL reaction synthesis of second

strand and pre-amplification was performed. The PCRwas cycled as follows: 98 �C for 3minutes; 15 cycles of 98 �C for 15 s, 65 �C for

30 s, 72 �C for 4 minutes; and 72 �C for 10 minutes. Cleanup beads were used subsequently (0.8:1 beads/sample ratio) and then

eluted in 10 mL of DNase/RNase-Free Distilled Water (10977-049, ThermoFisher�). Present cDNA was quantified by the Quant-iT

PicoGreen dsDNA Assay Kit (P7581, Thermo Fisher�), the size distribution was qualified by the High-Sensitivity DNA Kit

(5067-4627, Agilent�).

Following QC, cDNAwas used tomake libraries with the NEBNext Ultra II FS Library Preparation Kit (E6177S, NEB), with a five-fold

lower reaction volume than the manufacturer’s instructions. The supplied Enzyme Mix and Reaction buffer was used for fragmenta-

tion in a 6 mL reaction. Adapter ligation was performed using the supplied Ligation Master Mix, Ligation Enhancer, in addition to a

custom prime-seq Adapter (1.5 mM, IDT) in a reaction volume of 12.7 mL. Double-size selection using SPRI-select Beads (B23317,

Beckman Coulter�), with 0.5 and 0.7 ratios, was performed following ligation. The samples were then amplified using a library

PCR using Q5 Master Mix (M0544L, NEB), 1 mL i7 Index primer (Sigma-Aldrich�), and 1 mL i5 Index primer (IDT) using the following

setup: 98 �C for 30 s; 13 cycles of 98 �C for 10 s, 65 �C for 1m15 s, 65 �C for 5m; and 65 �C for 4m. SPRI-select Beadswere used for a

final double size selection.

Concentration and quality was checked using a high-sensitivity DNA chip (Agilent Bioanalyzer), subsequently the libraries were

150 bp paired-end sequenced on a S4 or a S1 flow cell of a NovaSeq (Ilumina�).

The data was initially checked using fastqc (version 0.11.8103). Any regions on the 30 end of the read where the sequence read into

the poly-A tail were then removed by Cutadapt (version 1.12104). The zUMIs pipeline (version 2.9.4d105) was then used to filter the

data, using a phred threshold of 20 for 4 bases for both the UMI and BC, to map the reads to the mouse genome with the Gencode

annotation (v35) using STAR (version 2.7.3a),106 and count the reads using RSubread (version 1.32.4).107

Bioinformatic analysis
Thepaired-end sequencingdatawerealignedagainst the ensemblemusmusculus release 97 (GRcm38). The alignmentwasperformed

using Hisat2108 (version 2.1.0). Genes were quantified using featureCounts109 (version 1.6.3) with parameters –primary -O -C -B (only

primary alignments, assign reads to all overlapping features, not counting fragments having reads mapping to different chromosomes,

only count fragments with both reads aligned). The minimal overlap between read and gene was set to 10bp (minOverlap) and at least

50%ofall readbasesmustoverlap the feature (fracOverlap). In theaortic intima/mediabulkRNA-sequencing, one samplewasexcluded

for its high mitochondrial fraction among the most frequently expressed genes.
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Differential gene expression analysis
Differential read expression analysis for the low-input RNA-Seq data from FACS-Sorted MFs from Ccl2MC+/+ and Ccl2MCD/D chimera

mice, bulk RNA sequencing of Ccl2SMCD/D/Ccl2SMC+/+ aortic intima/media and the in vitro peritoneal MF - Jurkat cell coincubation

RNA-Seq data was performed using the poreSTAT differential expression analysis pipeline (https://github.com/mjoppich/poreSTAT/,

work in progress). Differential gene expression results used in this manuscript were received from calling DESeq2110 (version 1.30.0)

with default parameters on either the acquired fragment counts (19083 data) or the read counts from the zUMIs pipeline.

Overrepresentation analysis
Overrepresentation analysis was performed using DAVID111,112 and the UP_KEYWORDS database.

ClustVis-based heatmaps
Respectively indicated heatmaps were created with ClustVis.113

scRNA-seq re-analysis
Data from Wirka et al.,32 Nature Medicine, 2019), GSE Accession number - GSE131780,32 were employed. The count matrices for

both the human andmouse cells were downloaded and processed in R 3.5.3 using Seurat114 v3.1.1. The gene symbols of the mouse

dataset were put to upper case. Subsequently, both count matrices were subset to only include common gene symbols. From the

count matrices Seurat objects were created, filtering out genes expressed in less than 3 cells and cells with fewer than 200 genes

expressed. After performing SCTransform115 (v0.2.0) on both the human andmouse object, we followed the SCTransform integration

vignette with 3000 integration features.

After integration, it was found that all cells have less than 4000 expressed features and less than 15%mitochondrial content, which

we deemed sufficiently to exclude doublets (usually filtering for 6000 features) and bad cells. Moreover, these results led us assume

that Wirka et al.32 uploaded filtered expression matrices.

After integration, we identified cluster markers and assigned clusters and performed several visualizations on the SCT normalised

values. The mean cluster gene expression values were also extracted for chemokine interactome analysis.

scRNA-seq (kidney, lung)
Data were obtained and processed using CellRanger v6.0.2 using the mm10 2020-A reference and the given barcodes for the hash-

tag antibodies.

The subsequent analysis was performed in R 4.0.1 with Seurat130 v4.0.4 and sctransform115 v0.3.2. Because the data was split into

M1 and M2 libraries, each subset matrix was loaded. Following Seurat object creation and calculation of mt- and ribosomal content,

cells were filtered to contain more than 100 measured genes, but at most 6000, more than 500 measured UMIs per cell and at most

15% mt-content. Next, HTO classification had to take place. Because only 8 antibodies were used, the antibody expression matrix

was subset to exclude Mtag3 and Mtag10 (these were not used). In general, we followed the demultiplexing with hashtag oligos

vignette, and set the positive quantile to 0.99 for the HTODemux function. Both Seurat objects were subsequently filtered to only

contain Singlets (removing Doublets and Negatives).

For both lung and kidney the following processwas repeated. The so far processedM1 andM2 library was subset for only cells with

hashtag relevant to lung or kidney, respectively. On these subsets SCTransform normalization was applied, regressing outmitochon-

drial and ribosomal contents. We selected 2000 integration features and ran the SCTransform115 integration workflow.

On the integrated object, PCA was performed with 50 PCs, which were also used for finding neighbors and subsequent UMAP

calculation (using 50 neighbors). Clusters were determined at a resolution of 0.2. Upon normalizing the RNA assay, marker genes

were determined for each cluster using the FindMarkers function with t-test. Differential expression analysis between cre+ and

cre- cells was conducted using the FindMarkers function andwith bothMAST116 (v1.14.0) and t-test. Volcano plots in this manuscript

show the results from the MAST-based analysis. Violin-Plots were enhanced to also show a box-plot and mean expression (black

dot) using ggplot2 stat_summary.

Chemokine interactome analysis
Chemokine ligand-chemokine receptor interactions were collected from two different resources131 and https://www.rndsystems.

com/pathways/chemokine-superfamily-pathway-human-mouse-lig-recept-interactions (year of access: 2021). Interactions are

either classified as antagonist, agonist or undefined. In general, the steps described by Armingol et al.132 are followed for determining

cell-cell communications. The experimental expression data (for each cluster) is read in and filtered to only contain genes from the

above collection of chemokine interactors. For each ligand-receptor pair, and for each cluster-pair, the communication score is

calculated. This communication score is the product of the ligand expression and the receptor expression (expression product).

This results in a data frame in which for each ligand-receptor pair in each cluster pair a score is associated. To determine the total

communication between two clusters, all communication scores between these clusters are aggregated (sum).

In a second step, the data frame is arranged into matrix form, keeping only those clusters of interest (or all, if no filtering was re-

quested). For highlighting specific interactions (e.g. CCL2->CCR2), the maximal interaction score among all cluster interactions for

this specific interaction is determined. This value is then used to scale the single cluster interactions by the maximally observed
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interaction score (that is: the ratio of the interaction score divided by the maximal interaction score seen). This information is then

used to plot a chord diagram (taken from https://github.com/tfardet/mpl_chord_diagram) showing LR-interactions between clusters.

In addition, the matrix plot shows the scaled (z-score) expression scores for all interactions in the selected clusters. In a

filtered version, only interaction which have at least in one cluster pair a z-score > 1 are shown. Finally, the chemokines overview

displays the ligand-receptor map in the lower left corner, and shows the expression values for the receptors in the selected clusters

on top, and those for the ligands to the right. This visualization allows for a brief overview of ligand and receptor expressions,

while also showing possible interactions. Source code for this analysis is available online https://github.com/mjoppich/

chemokine_interactionmap. The specific MIF interactions with CXCR2, CXCR4 and CD44 were added to the ligand-receptor set.

Monocyte isolation
Blood was collected from healthy human donors into sodium citrate containing tubes. PBS-diluted blood was layered on 1.077 g/ml

ficoll-paque plus (GE Healthcare�) and centrifuged 30 min at 450 g, RT. After discarding plasma, mononuclear cell layer was trans-

ferred in a fresh tube and washed in PBS+0.5% BSA+3mM sodium citrate buffer three times at 300 g and 200 g for 15 and 10 min

respectively. Promptly, cell pellet was resuspended in the buffer and while keeping on ice, the cell viability was assessed by Trypan

blue. Steps of magnetic labelling and bead separation were conducted according to manufacturer’s instructions (Miltenyi Biotec�).

Furthermore, the purity of enriched monocytes was confirmed by flow cytometry analysis with APC/Cy7-CD14 (Clone HCD14,

Biolegend�) and FITC-CD45 (Clone5B1, Miltenyi Biotec�) to be >95%. To study the chemotaxis and to perform the RT-PCR exper-

iments, CD14+ cells were isolated by CD14 micro beads.

Chemotaxis assay with human immune cells
Monocytes (1.83105) were seeded in the upper chambers of cell culture inserts with 3 mm pore size (BD Biosciences�), while

different media were added to the lower chambers. After 4 h, the numbers ofmigrated cells towards everymedium in the lower cham-

ber were counted with a cytometer. To analyse the effects of chemokines like CCL2 and MIF, the corresponding inhibitors, such as

anti-CCL2 (10 mg/ml; R&D Systems�), ISO-1 (36 mg/ml; Merck�) or their controls were applied.

SMC isolation and culturing and calcium imaging
SMCs were isolated fromMyh11cre-ERT2; PC-G5-tdT (SMCCa2+-rep) and CCL2MCD/D mice. For SMC isolation, aorta was harvested as

described above, and the adventitial tissue was entirely removed under a stereomicroscope. The remaining aorta was subsequently

minced with a scalpel and the shortly centrifuged aortic pieces were resuspended in collagenase II and elastase containing SMC

medium (PELOBiotech� PB-MH-200-2190) and incubated in a shaker at 37�C for 45 min. Subsequently, SMC medium was added

to dilute the enzyme mix and the suspension was centrifuged at 350 g for 7 min. at room temperature. Afterwards, supernatant was

removed, and the washing step was repeated. The single cell suspension was then added to Gelatine pretreated wells in a 96-well

plate. SMCs were cultivated with SMCmedium (PELOBiotech� PB-MH-200-2190) for at least 1 week before they were split. Exper-

iments were performed on IBIDI� m-Slide 8 wells with SMCs that were split at least once after culturing. Imaging was performed with

an Olympus� IX83 inverted microscope under 37�C and 5% CO2 incubation. Image visualization was performed with Imaris.

ELISA
The expression levels of chemokines, such as MIF, CCL2, CCL19 and CXCL12 were quantified by ELISA kits according to the

manufacturer’s instructions (abcam�, ThermoFisher Scientific). Blood samples were collected frommice using heparin containing sy-

ringes. Blood samples were centrifuged for 20 min at 2000 g at 4 �C and frozen immediately at -80 �C. MIF (BioLegend�, #444107),

CCL2 (IBL international�, BE45241) and cholesterol (abcam, ab65390) assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s in-

structions. Cell culture experiments. Primary human coronary artery smooth muscle cells (HCASMCs, PromoCell�) were seeded in

6-well plates (4x104 cells/well). When HCASMCs obtained 80% level of confluency, they were included for further downstream ana-

lyses. Subsequently, the cells were washed with PBS, thoroughly and incubated for further 24h with SMC growth medium. Collected

mediawere usedas conditionedmedia in our experiments.WhenHCASMCsobtained 80% level of confluency, for CCL19andCXCL12

measurements, theywere stimulatedwith dsDNA (50 mg/ml, InvivoGen�), non-oxidizable 3S-HMGB1 (1 mg/ml, HMGBiotech�), HSP60

(1 mg/ml, Enzo�), or ODN 2216 (35mg/ml) for 8h. Subsequently, the cells were washed thoroughly and incubated for further 24h with

SMC growth medium. Collected media were used as conditioned media in our experiments. ELISAs (CCL19, Sigma-Aldrich�,

RAB0052 Human and CXCL12/SDF-1 alpha, R&D� DSA00 Human) were performed according to manufacturers’ instructions.

Isolation of total RNA for RT-PCR
Total RNA was extracted from HCASMCs in different culture conditions and FACS-sorted Ng2+ SMCs using RNeasy Mini or Micro

kits (Qiagen�). All binding, washing, and elution steps were performed by centrifugation in a benchtop microcentrifuge according to

the manufacturer’s protocol. The purity (OD260/ OD280) and concentrations of isolated RNA were measured with a NanoDrop 2000

spectrophotometer (ThermoFisher Scientific�) and finally the RNA samples were stored at -80�C.

cDNA synthesis and quantitative RT-PCR
High Capacity cDNA synthesis kit (Applied Biosystems) was used for reverse transcription of total RNA to cDNA by Thermal

cycler 2720 (Applied Biosystems). To examine quantitative RT-PCR, 2 mL of cDNA samples, 2 mL of primer (QuantiTect Primer
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Assay-Qiagen), 6 mL of nuclease free H2O, and 10 mL of 2X Ssoadvanced SYBR green supermix (Biorad) were precisely pipetted per

reaction in a 96-well plate. It was analysed by MyiQ real time cycler (Biorad) using the following program: Denaturation step at 95�C
for 3 min followed by 45 cycles of denaturation at 95�C for 15 sec, annealing at 55-65�C for 15 sec and extension at 72�C for 15 sec.

An additional melting curve analysis was performed at the end of the PCR program to determine the specificity of the primers and

analyse the PCR products. Finally, Ct values were mathematically calculated by comparative CT method (2�DDCT) to estimate the

gene expression level normalized to genes encoding B-actin, B2M, GAPDH or 18S rRNA.

MF survival assay
Murine peritoneal were isolated, counted and resuspended in a concentration of 5x105/mL in VLE DMEM (Bio&Sell) +10% FBS

(Bio&Sell) + 1% antibiotics-antimycotics (Thermo Fisher Scientific). 5mL of this suspension were added to untreated 100mmx15mm

petri dishes (Falcon�) and stored in the incubator overnight. On day 1, the cells were washed with sterile PBS and new medium was

added. On day 2, after another washing step, the MFs were counted under the microscope and stimulated with commercial CCL2

(200ng/mL) in serum starvation medium (VLE DMEM without supplements). After 6, 12 and 24h the peritoneal MFs were counted.

MF migration assay
To perform this assay, a 24-well plate (TPP Techno Plastic Products AG) and FluoroBlok Inserts 8mmpore size (Falcon�) were used to

create two compartments.

Primary murine smooth muscle cells (#C57-6080; Cell biologics) were seeded in the 24-well plate. When the SMCs obtained 80%

level of confluency, they were included in experiments. Murine peritoneal MFs were isolated, counted and resuspended in VLE

DMEM. 100 ml of this suspension was added into the inlays and incubated for 2h. Cultured jurkat cells (#88042803; Merck) were

centrifuged and resuspended in a concentration of 2.5x105/mL. Cells were brought into necrosis by alternately putting them into

60�C water bath and on ice. Shortly before coincubation, 20mg/mL Anti-CCL2 (16-7096-85; Invitrogen�) or Isotype control (16-

4888-85; Invitrogen�) antibody was added to the SMCs. Subsequently, inlays with the attached peritoneal MFs (upper chamber)

were inserted into the 24-well plate containing the SMCs (lower chamber), mimicking the fibrous cap, and the the necrotic jurkat cells

were added into the upper compartment to mimic the necrotic core. The MFs that had migrated across the transwell were then

imaged after 0, 1, 2 and 3h by an epifluroescence microscope. The analysis and counting of the MFs was performed in a standard-

ized manner with ImageJ software.

SMC migration (wound) assay
Migration capability of murine SMCs was assessed using a scratch wound assay. Cells were seeded into 8-well m-slides IBIDI� after

gelatin coating, at a concentration of 53105 cells/ml and cultured in SMCmedium (PELOBiotech PB-MH-200-2190) containing 10%

FBS. Cells were incubated at 37�C and 5% CO2. Anti-CCL2 monoclonal antibodies (Ref. 16-7096-81, Invitrogen�) and IgG Isotype

control (Ref. 16-4888-81; Invitrogen�) were added at a concentration of 20mg/ml prior to the wound generation. Wound area was

measured at different time points and the generated images were analyzed using FIJI (ImageJ�).

SMC proliferation assay
Cells were seeded in a 6-well plate at a concentration of 53105 cells/ml in SMCmedium. Murine smooth muscle cells were placed in

the incubator at 37�C and 5% CO2. Anti-CCL2 monoclonal antibodies (Ref. 16-7096-81, Invitrogen�) and IgG Isotype control (16-

4888-81; Invitrogen�) were added at a concentration of 20mg/ml at the beginning of the experiment. Pictures were taken at different

timepoints across the surface of the wells and the cells / field of view were counted using FIJI (ImageJ�).

Efferocytosis assay
Murine peritoneal MFs were isolated, counted and resuspended in a concentration of 1x106/mL in VLE DMEM +10% FBS + 10%

antibiotic-antimycotic. Next, 200 ml of this cell suspension were filled into uncoated IBIDI� m-Slide 8Wells and stored in the incubator

overnight. On day 1, cells were washed and the medium was changed. On day 2, after another washing step, the MFs were stim-

ulatedwith commercial CCL2 (200ng/mL) in serum starvationmedium or with Anti-CCL2 (16-7096-85; Invitrogen�) or Isotype control

antibody (16-4888-85; Invitrogen�) in SMC supernatant. During the 6h incubation time, 10x106 Jurkat cells were counted, centri-

fuged, resuspended and then brought into apoptosis by putting them under the UV-light for 15 minutes. Next, Jurkat cells were

placed in the incubator for about 3-4h. After this, the cells were stained with Cell proliferation dye efluor 670 (Invitrogen�) for 30 mi-

nutes, at 37�C. After the incubation step, 8-well chambers containing peritoneal MFs were washed and 200ml of the apoptotic Jurkat

cells were added to the MFs. After 1h of incubation, the chambers were imaged by an epifluorescence microscope. Analysis and

counting of the MFs was performed in a standardized manner with ImageJ software. For the efferocytosis assays with SMC-MF co-

incubation and subsequent MIF inhibition, far-red labelled Cell Proliferation Dye eFluor� 670 (65-0840-85, eBioscience�) apoptotic

Jurkat cells were added to the corresponding wells after 72h of incubation with MIF inhibitor 1600 mM (ISO-1 HY-16692,

MedChemExpress�) or DMSO only. Cells were incubated for 60 min prior to image acquisition. The resulting images were analysed

in QuPath117 0.3.2 software. The phagocytosis index was calculated in the following way: Phagocytosis index = (total number of en-

gulfed cells/number of MFs containing engulfed cells) 3 (number of MFs containing engulfed cells/total number of counted

MFs) 3 100.
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Cholesterol uptake
Murine peritoneal MFs were isolated, counted and resuspended in a concentration of 1x106/mL in VLE DMEM +10% FBS + 10%

antibiotic-antimycotic. 200 ml of this cell suspension were filled into uncoated 8-well chambers (IBIDI�GmbH) and stored in an incu-

bator at 37�C and 5% CO2 overnight. On day 1, cells were washed, and the medium was changed. On day 2, after another washing

step, the MFs were stimulated with Anti-CCL2 or Isotype control antibody respectively in SMC supernatant for 6h. After the incuba-

tion step, the chambers were washed and 10mg/mL low Density lipoprotein from human plasma (L3482; Invitrogen�) in serum star-

vation medium was added. After another 18h of incubation, the chambers were quickly washed and imaged by an epifluorescence

microscope. The analysis and counting of the MFs was performed in a standardized manner with ImageJ software.

MF - Jurkat cell supernatant co-incubation
Jurkat cells were were brought to necrosis by alternately putting them into 60�C water bath and on ice and subsequently left in the

incubator at 37�C, 5% CO2. After 24h, the dead cell and live cell suspensions were centrifuged, the supernatant was removed and

stored at –20�C. Murine peritoneal MFs were isolated and brought into culture as described earlier. MFs were counted under the

microscope before and every 12h after addition of the respective supernatant. To prepare the cells for FACS sorting, Petri dishes

were washed, and the cells were detached by using a cell scraper (Sarstedt�). Cell suspension was subsequently centrifuged, re-

suspended and a purified Fc-receptor (CD16/32, FcgRIII/II; 93, eBioscience) blocking antibody was added and incubated for 10 min.

Primary antibodies against CD11b (#101228; Biolegend�), CD64 (#139304; Biolegend�), F4/80 (#123132, Biolegend�) and a

Fixable viability Dye eFluor 780 (#64-0865; eBioscience�) were added and incubated for 20min. After a final centrifugation step cells

were resuspended in a PBS containing 0.5% BSA (FACS buffer). All steps were performed on ice or in a centrifuge at 4�C. Cell anal-
ysis and subsequent sorting was performed using a Beckman Coulter Astrios Cell Sorter. PRIME-Seq was performed as depicted

above to analyze MF phenotype.

Flow cytometry of lung and ear
After harvesting, the organs were prepared for flow cytometry as described before. The mastermix that was added to the cell sus-

pensions after the centrifugation step contained the following antibodies: CD45 (#557659; BD Biosciences), CD45 (#103132, Bio-

legend�), CD64 (#139313; Biolegend�), F4/80 (#123132; Biolegend�), CD11b (#101241; Biolegend�), CD11c (#117323; Bio-

legend�), Lyve-1 (#50-0443-82; ThermoFisher), CD11b (#101236; Biolegend�), MHC II (#107636; Biolegend�), CD206 (#141721;

Biolegend�), CD80 (#104732; Biolegend�), CD204 (#748088; BD Biosciences�), TIM4 (#742778; BD Biosciences�), Mertk

(#151506; Biolegend�), CD64 (#139320; Biolegend�), CD11c (#117318; Biolegend�), F4/80 (#123128; Biolegend�), CD36 (#56-

0362-82; BDBiosciences�). Sytox green (ThermoFisher�, S34860) was used as a viability dye prior to FACS. Cells were immediately

analysed by a BD LSR Fortessa cell analyser�. Compensation was performed with beads. Quantification was performed with

FlowJo V10�.

Analysis of the perivascular area in kidneys
EdU (5-ethynyl-20-deoxyuridine) (#A10044; Invitrogen�) was injected i.p. to the mice in a concentration of 1mg in 150ml PBS every

48h (4 injections per mouse in total) before sacrifice. After organ harvesting, the kindeys were fixed in 4% PFA for 30 min and left in

30% sucrose at 4�C overnight and subsequently embedded in OCT medium. Kidneys were cut in 10mm slices as described before.

The kidney was serially sectioned sagitally. Analyses were performed at the proximal part, themiddle and the distal part of the sagittal

sections. Slides were stained with antibodies specific to CD68 (MCA1957, Bio-Rad) and ACTA2 (F3777, Sigma�). The respective

secondary antibody was Cy3-conjugated AffiniPure Goat Anti-Rat IgG (H+L) (#112-165-071, Jackson ImmunoResearch�). Nuclei

were stained with Hoechst. EdU was stained according to the manufacturer’s protocol (#A10044; Invitrogen�). Histological images

were acquired using a Leica DM6Bmicroscope. Image analysis was performed in a standardizedmanner by colour thresholding with

ImageJ software.

Human plaque analyses
Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) human tissue samples of aortic cross-sections were retrieved from the archives of the

Institute of Pathology of the LMU Munich with approval of the ethics committee of the LMU Munich University Hospital. For each

sample, all FFPE blocks were examined in H&E and EvG stained and scanned slides. CD68 and SMA immunohistochemistry was

performed following the automated, diagnostic standard protocol on BenchMark ULTRA IHC/ISH System (Roche�). In brief, for

CD68 staining tissue was pre-digested with Protease 1 (Roche�) for 8 minutes. Mouse anti-human CD68 antibody (clone KP1,

Thermo�) was diluted 1:100 and incubated at RT for 12 minutes. For SMA staining, mouse anti-human SMA antibody (clone 1A4,

Zytomed�) was diluted 1:100 and incubated at RT for 28 minutes without any pre-treatment. Both primary antibodies were detected

using the Ultraview (Roche�) system according to manufacturer protocol. Atherosclerosis was scored by an experienced surgical

pathologist along a three-stage scoring-system: subtle, medium and pronounced atherosclerotic change. For plaque analysis,

only plaques from cases showing medium and pronounced atherosclerosis were included (n=5 intermediate and n=8 advanced pla-

ques were included) and isolated for further image analysis using the ‘‘cut‘‘ function of ImageJ. Ulcerated plaques were excluded.

Plaque analysis was performed by ImageJ. For every plaque, the total plaque area, the CD68+ area and the SMA+ area was deter-

mined. In addition, the necrotic core area was analyzed in the H&E stained images. Fibrous cap proximity was determined as the top
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30%of the surface of each plaque diameter (calculated individually for every plaque diameter at the broadest point of the lesion). The

plaque vulnerability index was calculated as VPI = (% Necrotic core area + % CD68 area) / (% SMA area), adapted from.133

Whole-mount ex vivo staining of the ear skin
The ear was fixedwith PFA for 30minutes and subsequently incubated in 2%FBS and 10%goat serum in PBS for 60minutes at room

temperature. Subsequently, the ear was incubated with rat monoclonal antibody anti mouse F4/80, Clone BM8, eBioscience and

Armenian hamster anti mouse CD11c, Clone N418, Thermofisher Scientific. Subsequently, the tissue was incubated for 75 min at

37 �C on a Thermomixer (Thermomixer comfort, eppendorf, Hamburg). Afterwards, tissue was washed with 1 % Tween in PBS.

Afterwards, the secondary antobodies (Goat anti rat AlexaFluor 555, Invitrogen �, Thermofisher Scientific and Goat anti-armenian

hamster AlexaFluor 647, abcam �) were added and incubated again for 40 minutes at 37 �C. Afterwards, HOECHST was added

for 30 minutes, washed twice with 1% Tween in PBS, mounted and subsequently stored at 4 �C until further imaging with a Laser

Scanning Microscope LSM 880 with an Airyscan module.

Western blot
270.000 HCASMC (human coronary artery smooth muscle cells) were seeded in a 6-Well chamber and left at 37�C and 5% CO2 to

settle in Smooth Muscle Cell Growth Medium, #C-22062, PromoCell �. At 80% confluency, HCASMS were stimulated with TNFa,

#570102, Biolegend �, 100ng/ml or control. Subsequently, cells were incubated for 8h in the incubator. Afterwards, cells were

washed with HBSS 3x, trypsinized, neutralized with TNS and centrifuged at 200xg. After one more washing step, the cell pellet

was frozen at -80�C. For Western Blot analyses, cells were lysed in RIPA-buffer instantly after thawing. For Western Blot,

NuPAGE 4-12% Bis-Tris Gel, #NP0321, Invitrogen was used as a Gel, NUPAGE MES SDS RUNN.B.500ML, #NP0002, Invitrogen

as a buffer, ThermoFisher �, #26634, Spectra Multicolor Broad Range Protein Ladder 2x250ml as a Marker, 5% Milk powder in

TBS-Twas used for blocking. Anti-GAPDH (Abcam9484), Anti-MIF (Abcam 7207), Anti-MCP1 (Abcam25124) showing cross species

reactivity were used.

Myh11-CreERT2; PCG5-tdT tissue staining
n=3 Myh11-Cre-ERT2; PC-G5-tdT mice were injected with tamoxifen 2mg/day/mouse (Sigma-Aldrich �, 10540-29-1) in 5 consec-

utive days, mice rested for another 5 days prior to organ harvest. Sections from valve, brachiocephalic artery, and aortic arch were

fixed with 4%methanol-free formaldehyde and blocked with 10% goat serum, 1% BSA and 0.5% saponin. Slides were stained with

ACTA2 (ab125057, abcam �) biotin-conjugated antibody and the corresponding streptavidin AlexaFluor 647 conjugated (405237,

BioLegend).

In vitro MF CCL2 stimulation and Western blot
Peritoneal MFs were isolated from C57BL/6 mice using the Mouse peritoneal MF Isolation Kit (Milteny Biotec �) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Following isolation, MFs were resuspended in RPMI media containing penicillin and streptomycin and

allowed to settle on uncoated 6 well plates for two hours. Cells were washed once with fresh RPMI and then incubated with either

phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or recombinantmouseCCL2 (Biolegend�, 200 ng/ml) for 24 hours at 37�C, 5%CO2.Hereafter, cells

werewashed oncewith PBS and then dissociated from the plate using Trypsin-EDTA (0.25%,Gibco�). Cells were spun down at 4�C,
400 G, for 7min and the resulting pellets were snap-frozen using dry ice. Western blotting was performed as previously described.134

Briefly, pelletswere lysed in thepresenceof proteinase inhibitors usingRIPALysis andExtractionBuffer (ThermoFisher�), followedby

protein quantification. Per sample, the same amount of protein was loaded per lane. Levels of CD31 (abcam�, ab222783), CD36 (ab-

cam�, ab124515) and FOLR2 (abcam �, ab228643) as well as beta-actin, which was used as housekeepking gene, were identified

using primary antibodies and visualized using horse raddish peroxidase (HRP)-coupled secondary antibodies and chemiluminescent

agents. Intensities were assessed through densitometry, which was performed using the Fiji ImageJ gel analysis tool.

SMC-MF coculture
MFs were isolated intraperitoneally from C57BL/6 mice. Isolated cells were MACS sorted (130-110-434, Miltenyi Biotec) to ensure

macrophage purity. Murine SMCs (PB-A57-6080, CellBiologics) or C57BL/6 macrophages were labelled with CellTracker Green

(CMFDA) (C2925, Invitrogen) prior to seeding. All cells were seeded at timepoint 0h containing 104 SMCs or 5*104 MFs per well. Cells

were cultured for 96h. All cells were cultured in SMC full Medium (PELOBiotech� PB-MH-200-2190).

SMC and MF coincubation
MFs were isolated intraperitoneally from C57BL/6 mice. Isolated cells were MACS sorted for MFs (130-110-434, Miltenyi Biotec�).

Murine SMCs were labelled with CellTracker red (CMTPX) (C34552, Invitrogen �), and MFs were labelled with CellTracker Green

(CMFDA) (C2925, Invitrogen �) prior to culture. Labelled cells were cultured in SMC full Medium (PELOBiotech� PB-MH-200-

2190); measurements were taken over the course of 72 hours. MIF inhibitor 1600 mM (ISO-1 HY-16692, MedChemExpress),

CCL2 specific monoclonal antibody 20 mg/ml (MCP-1 16-7096-85, eBioscience) and IgG isotype control 20 mg/ml (16-4888-85, In-

vitrogen �) reagents were supplemented to the different conditions as described. Image analysis was carried out in FIJI (ImageJ).
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Acute short-term pharmacological CCL2 inhibition
ApoE-/- micewere fed aWestern diet for 6months. Anti-CCL2 (Bio X Sell�; BE0185) or Isotype control antibody (Bio X Sell�; BE0091)

were injected i.v. in a concentration of 200 mg in 150 ml PBS every 48h (6 injections in total per mouse). In addition, EdU was injected

i.p. as described previously. The aortic valves and brachiocephalic arteries were harvested, embedded and sectioned as described

before. The sections were stained with the following primary antibodies: ACTA2 (F3777, Sigma�) and LGALS3 (CL8942AP,

Cedarlane�). Apoptosis staining was analysed by TUNEL staining. (S7165, ApopTag� Red In Situ Apoptosis Detection Kit,

Sigma-Aldrich�). Nuclei were stained with Hoechst. Histological images were acquired using a Leica DM6B microscope. Image

analysis was performed in a standardized manner by colour thresholding with ImageJ software.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All data are shown as mean and s.e.m., unless indicated otherwise. Values were tested for normal distribution and t-test (two-tailed if

not specified otherwise) or Mann-Whitney test were performed to compare groups as indicated, if not specified otherwise. Graphs

tested for statistical significance without a depicted p-value showed no significant difference. Comparisons between more than two

groups weremade using ANOVA followed by LSD-post hoc-test, unless further specified. If not further specified, repeatedmeasures

in individual samples across two groups were compared by repeated measures two-way ANOVA or mixed-effects model with

Geisser-Greenhouse correction was used. A value of P<0.05 was considered significant.
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